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Foreword
Lower Fraser in-river hydroacoustic methods play an important role for the in-season assessment of
Fraser River sockeye stocks, and the quality of the abundance estimates generated by the hydroacoustic
program at Mission has been the focus of inquiries beginning in the 1980’s. Since 2008, an additional
hydroacoustic program at Qualark has been able to provide independent estimates of total salmon
abundances, and on some years, like 2010, these estimates differed substantially from the Mission total
salmon abundance estimates. The expansion of the Mission program combined with the additional
hydroacoustic program at Qualark has significantly increased the overall cost of hydroacoustic
operations in the lower Fraser River. In 2013, the Pacific Salmon Commission formed the Fraser River
Strategic Review Committee (FSRC) with the mandate to provide advice to the Commission regarding
potential modifications to the hydroacoustic operations with the aim to reduce overall program costs
while maintaining the necessary quality standards for in-season assessment. The report by an
independent consultant in 2015 left many of the initial terms of reference (TOR) unaddressed, and as a
result, the FSRC provided a bilateral group of technical experts with a revised list of tasks and timelines
to address the TOR.
This PSC Technical Report documents the work of this group of bilateral experts. More specifically, it
contains the Hydroacoustics Review Technical Summary, including the numerous appendices with
technical details as well as the preface to this Technical Summary by the Fraser River Panel leadership.
The technical evaluation of this work by Commissioner Dr. Brian Riddell, as well as the bilateral
responses were provided in a memo to FSRC committee members as well as the Fraser River Panel and
Technical Committee, August 6, 2019. Due to the lengthy nature of the hydroacoustic review progress
(ongoing since 2013), this report also documents the technical work completed by both hydroacoustic
programs (Mission and Qualark) since 2016, in response to some of the preliminary findings.
To ensure the transparency of the process, no changes have been made to the original documents that
are part of this report, except for the following three changes. First, the cover letter to the Technical
Summary provided by the Fraser River Panel leadership has been revised to ensure full support of the
Fraser River Panel. The resulting changes that have been made are shown explicitly. Second, a few
sentences have been added as introduction to each of the appendices of the Technical Summary to help
the reader understand the information provided. And third, the reference to a non-existing table has
been removed and an editorial note has been added to indicate this has been done. In addition, all the
material provided in this report has undergone bilateral scrutiny except for the technical work by both
hydroacoustic programs since 2016, including the species composition method that has been developed
since then.
Overall, this report documents a substantial body of work regarding the Lower Fraser hydroacoustic
programs at Mission and Qualark, which we hope will benefit both the Pacific Salmon Commission as
well as other organisations who use similar methods for the assessment of their salmon stocks.
Fiona Martens and Catherine Michielsens
Chiefs, Fisheries Management
Pacific Salmon Commission
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Cover Letter
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3

Hydroacoustics Review Technical Summary
Overview
1.1 Introduction
In response to concerns regarding increasing costs of hydroacoustic operations in the lower Fraser River,
due to the addition of the Qualark hydroacoustics program in 2008 and the additions and modifications
to the Mission hydroacoustics program in subsequent years, a document entitled ‘Next Steps for Fraser
River Acoustics’ was presented to the Commissioners and the Fraser River Panel (FRP) by M. Lapointe in
2013 (Appendix 1). This document discussed the future of the hydroacoustic programs at Mission and
Qualark and the related budgets. At the request of the Commissioners, the Fraser River Strategic Review
Committee (FSRC) was formed with the mandate to provide advice to the Commission on potential
modifications to hydroacoustic operations (Appendix 2 and Appendix 3) designed to reduce the total
annual cost associated with two programs. The FRP developed a workplan to support the FSRC and an
independent consultant was engaged (Appendix 4 and Appendix 5). With data and input from the FRP,
hydroacoustics staff of the Pacific Salmon Commission (PSC) Secretariat, and Fisheries and Oceans
Canada (DFO), the consultant produced a report and presented it to the FRP in the fall of 2015
(Appendix 6). The FSRC acknowledged the work of the consultant, but there was concern that the terms
of reference (TOR) had not been fully addressed. The FSRC accepted input from the FRP and technical
committee members and the FRP provided a revised list of tasks and timelines to comprehensively
address the TOR and provide a recommendation for lower Fraser River hydroacoustics (Appendix 7).
This report summarizes the technical work conducted as specified in the workplan with the intention of
informing the FSRC.

1.2 How to “read” this document
This document has been designed to serve several purposes: first, the executive summary provides a
high level summary of the hydroacoustics technical review; second, the executive summary points the
reader to individual sections within the main body of the document which support the statements in the
executive summary; finally, sections within the main body of the document also reference a suite of
appendices (Part 1: Appendix 1-15).

Acronyms
•

ARIS – Adaptive Resolution Imaging Sonar

•

DIDSON - Dual frequency IDentification SONar
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•

LB – left bank hydroacoustic system (can refer to either Mission or Qualark; left follows riverine
convention, left bank of river when facing downstream)

•

MA – management adjustment: MAs are added to the escapement goal when necessary to account for
historic differences between Mission hydroacoustic estimates of fish passage (plus catch upstream of the
hydroacoustic site) and spawning ground escapement estimates

•

PEDs – Passage Estimate Differences (between Mission and Qualark, previously referred to as “DBEs”)

•

RB – right bank hydroacoustic system (can refer to either Mission or Qualark)

•

RSA – run size adjustment: post-season work to account for sockeye that are estimated to have died inriver (i.e., final run size = catch + escapement + RSA)

•

TAC – total allowable catch

•

TOR – terms of reference.

Executive Summary
1.

Conclusions:
a. This review focused on evaluating the passage estimate differences (PEDs) between Mission and
Qualark, potential causes of the PEDs, and how these differences could impact run size estimates
and TAC calculations. To explore these questions, six alternate hydroacoustic gear configurations
were examined using available information. The technical conclusions for each configuration are
summarized below.
i. Mission only – The review concludes that coverage of both banks and the mid-channel
at Mission is the minimum gear configuration required to support in-season run size
assessment and management (see 5.8.1):
• All Fraser sockeye stocks, with the exception of Pitt, Widgeon, Alouette and
Coquitlam migrate past the Mission site.
• Mission provides estimates 2-3 days earlier than Qualark.
• Mission has been the only method used to enumerate pink salmon returning to
the Fraser River post-season, since the early 2000s. 2015 was the first year of
getting in-season estimates of pink passage from the Mission program.
ii. Qualark only – Although the Qualark location is a more ideal site for hydroacoustic
enumeration of salmon passage, with fewer potential sources of error than the Mission
site, the review concludes that using Qualark by itself is not supported by the available
information (see 5.8.2), because:
• There are important sockeye stocks that are assessed by Mission but not
assessed by Qualark (i.e., the Vedder/Chilliwack, and the Harrison/Birkenhead
systems) which would require additional in-season assessment measures and
associated resources.
• Qualark provides estimates 2-3 days later than Mission, which may
unacceptably delay in-season management decisions.
• Qualark would not be able to provide estimates of total Fraser pink salmon
escapements.
iii. Mission and Qualark: (see 5.8) Technical analysis of the PEDS suggests that continued
long-term annual operation of both the Mission and Qualark hydroacoustic systems may
not result in improved in-season sockeye estimates:
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•

•

•

•

•

•

With eight years of data from simultaneous operation, the review was unable
to find any correlation between the occurrence of PEDs and a number of
potential causal factors (see 4.6).
In the two Adams-dominant years in the dataset (i.e., 2010 and 2014), 61 days
with significant PEDs were identified in the 169 days examined (36% of the
days). For comparison, during the other six years examined 48 days with
significant PEDs were identified in the 258 days examined (19% of the days).
In the two Adams-dominant years, the significant PEDs were large both
numerically as well as percentage of the migration and went in opposite
directions (Qualark larger than Mission in 2010 and vice versa in 2014). In
addition, these PEDs may not be directly comparable, as the Mission
configuration was not the same in these years. However, a retrospective
analysis of the impact on the resulting in-season run size estimates and TACs
were much smaller in magnitude than the PEDs themselves (see 4.5).
The technical review supports the operation of Qualark in 2018 (an Adamsdominant year) but only if studies designed to further our understanding of the
causes of passage estimate differences (PEDs) are included in a coordinated
approach by both programs.
For the longer term, an alternate recommendation to consider would be to run
Qualark in addition to Mission only in years of expected high sockeye
abundance (e.g., Adams-dominant and possibly sub-dominant years) with the
same caveat as above that studies designed to further our understanding of the
causes of PEDs are included in both programs. Note that logistical issues
associated with not operating Qualark every year would need to be addressed
(e.g., removing infrastructure during fallow years) so this may not be practical.
It is important to note that there are other considerations that should inform a
decision about the future of Qualark, including other uses for the
hydroacoustics information beyond that of determining run size and TAC, such
as its use to managers as a second reference point of fish passage estimates
(see 5.7). As well, further investigation into the use of Qualark in informing
sockeye estimates when there are large numbers of pink salmon in the lower
river (as a relatively low proportion of pink salmon migrate past Qualark) may
be helpful.

iv. Mission without mobile – is not supported by the available information (see 4.3.1.1).
• In the years examined (2010-2016), 20% to 40% of the total upstream
migration past Mission was assessed by the mobile unit.
• The fixed percentage and regression-based estimation methods for replacing
the Mission mobile estimates did not provide consistent and precise daily
estimates of the number of salmon assessed by the mobile unit.
• The direction and magnitude of the differences between the Mission mobile
assessment and estimates from the three methods varied considerably inseason which means they could differentially impact the assessment of
different temporal segments of the run.
• Removing the mobile system would considerably increase the uncertainty in
the Mission estimates of mid-channel salmon passage (i.e., the portion of the
upstream migration not assessed by the bank-oriented hydroacoustic systems
at Mission), which can be significant, as noted above.
v. Mission without mobile in conjunction with Qualark – is not supported by the available
information (see 5.8.3)
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•

b.

The Qualark data cannot be used to reliably estimate the portion of the
migration assessed by the mobile unit.
vi. If the objective is to reduce costs, one option is to operate the Mission mobile unit
using a systematic sub-sampling schedule (see 4.3.1.2):
• Depending upon the sub-sampling schedule, cost-savings from $22,000 to
$45,000 could be realized annually (see Appendix 8).
• The every other day, every third day, or 3|4 (three days of sampling followed
by four days of no sampling) sub-sampling schemes for Mission mobile present
feasible alternatives with varying levels of cost savings.
• Sub-sampling with the mobile system would increase the uncertainty in the
Mission estimates of mid-channel salmon passage.
• Sub-sampling would require developing a method for estimating the Mission
mobile number on non-sample days prior to the next actual Mission mobile
observation. Simple linear interpolation or other more complicated methods
could be used to estimate Mission mobile once there are observations on
either side of the non-sample days.
• Sub-sampling schemes may be more appropriate in larger abundance years
where the additional uncertainty would be unlikely to have substantive
consequences to management.
Note that logistical issues associated with subsampling at Mission would need
to be addressed (e.g. securing and scheduling crew) and would vary among
subsampling schemes.
Suggested improvements:
i. More evaluations of how in-river fisheries impact PEDs are needed, particularly during
years of high abundance, as currently there are only two years of data (each with a
different Mission hydroacoustics set up).
ii. Continued evaluation of blind zones at both hydroacoustic sites is recommended.
iii. Further examination of the effect of uncertainties on hydroacoustic estimates in-season
and in other work (e.g., MA models and the RSA process) is needed.
iv. Qualark-specific stock identification and adjusted species composition estimates from
Qualark test fisheries should be incorporated into the evaluation of PEDs.
v. An evaluation of species and stock composition at both Mission and Qualark will be
important to improving overall in-season Fraser sockeye run size estimates is
recommended, per post-poned workplan items #11-#12.

2.

Mission work items (workplan #1-10): Potential issues in the Mission estimates were investigated under
work items #1-10 using data and experiments from 2008-2015. No obvious problems were discovered,
however, the available information suggests that the estimate of offshore salmon passage from the
mobile hydroacoustic system is the most uncertain, and a near-shore blind zone on the left bank also
contributes uncertainty to the Mission estimates. Modifications to the Mission sampling configuration and
river profile in recent years were implemented to reduce these uncertainties (see 4.2.1).

3.

Qualark work items (workplan #13-14): Potential issues in the Qualark estimates were investigated under
work items #13-14 in 2015. No obvious problems were discovered during the period of investigation.
However, additional explorations are planned (see 4.2.2).

4.

Assessment of replacing the Mission mobile system with a model-based estimate (Consultant report
(Appendix 6) recommendation #1): Three models to estimate offshore salmon passage were evaluated
against the Mission mobile observations. None of the models provided consistently accurate estimates of
the Mission mobile observations. For the best performing model, which used concurrent LB+RB estimates
at Mission to estimate Mission mobile enumeration, the error introduced into the Mission counts by
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removing the mobile system was greater than the sockeye PED between Mission and Qualark in 4 of the 7
years. Removing the Mission mobile system would therefore add considerable uncertainty into estimates
generated by the Mission program for a cost savings of approximately $70,000 annually. This would also
impact the difference between Mission and spawning ground estimates dataset which is used by both the
MA models and RSA process (see 4.3.1.1).
5.

In-season run size and TAC performance measures: In general, in-season run size assessments are
insensitive to errors in hydroacoustics (of the magnitude observed between Mission and Qualark) relative
to other sources of uncertainty and bias in fitting the run size models. Based on the current PSC in-season
run size model, the differences in estimates between Qualark- and Mission- based run size and TACs
ranged from 2% to 16% (at 10 and 6 days after the peak of the Summer run, respectively) in the year of
largest PEDs (2010 with a PED ranging from 25-30% with the Qualark estimates being larger). In the year
with the next largest PEDs (2014), the PEDs between Mission and Qualark were smaller and in the
opposite direction (Mission estimates larger) and differences in resulting run size estimates were
generally minimal (see 4.5).

6.

Identify significant PEDs and when they occur: A model that identified daily instances of significant
differences in the hydroacoustic estimates by quantifying the minimum uncertainty associated with the
estimates at each site found that out of 427 daily comparisons, there were 109 days when significant PEDs
were identified from 2008-2015 (of which over half came from 2010 and 2014). This model has the
potential to be useful in future years to incorporate estimates of uncertainty associated with Mission
passage into MA models and the post-season RSA process, and could potentially be used in-season to
assess whether observed PEDs are significant (see 4.6).

7.

PED correlations: Using the current dataset and covariates identified, we are unlikely to build a predictive
model to identify when a significant PED will occur. While more years of data might help with model fit,
the true passage of Fraser sockeye in the river is unknown. Thus, the predictive model would not be able
to identify which estimate (Mission or Qualark) is closer to the true value (see 4.6).

8.

Species composition at Mission and Qualark (workplan #11-12): It was determined that these workplan
items were outside the scope of the current project (see 4.2.3).

Summary of Technical Analyses
1.3 Objective
FRP work item #18: Identify a program design option from the risk assessment in 17 above that falls
within the Mission budget. If this option does not adequately meet the defined fishery management
objectives, explain why and identify a program design that would do so regardless of cost.
The management objective focused on by the FRP in their analyses is to identify TAC for
international sharing by the four Fraser sockeye management groups and Fraser pinks in a timely
way such that fish are still available to fisheries in U.S. and Canadian marine waters.
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1.4 Summary of Work: Evaluation of Individual Locations
1.4.1 Work items #1-10: Potential sources of bias at Mission
Work items #1-10 of the hydroacoustics work plan are focused on the Mission hydroacoustics program
with the overall goal of compiling and reviewing data collected by the program and investigating
potential sources of bias in the estimates of salmon passage. Work on these items was undertaken by
PSC Secretariat staff throughout the Fall of 2015 and 2016 using data collected from 2009 to 2016 and
has been summarized in detail in a technical report (Appendix 9).
There were several potential sources of bias in the Mission estimates identified in the consultant’s
report that were investigated under work items #1-10. These include: 1) a near-shore blind zone on the
left bank of the site due to a convex bottom where fish passage cannot be observed directly but must be
extrapolated from neighbouring areas; 2) an inflated cross-aim fish flux on the left bank due to the
vertical movement of fish across multiple sampling areas; 3) using fish speed and upstream/downstream
ratios from the left bank to predict offshore behavior; and 4) bias in target recognition by the mobile
system leading to inaccurate estimates of offshore fish passage. These items were investigated by
looking at experiments conducted and data collected from 2009 to 2016 by the Mission program. In
some cases there was not enough information to conclusively determine the significance of the
proposed bias, but there was also no clearly identifiable source of bias in the Mission estimates.
Nonetheless, the available information suggests that the offshore portion of the passage estimate
generated by the mobile hydroacoustic system is the most uncertain, and the extrapolation of passage
on the LB also contributes some uncertainty to the Mission estimates. These uncertainties may be
magnified during periods of very high salmon passage and when there is fishing activity through the
Mission site. There have been improvements at the Mission site to reduce these uncertainties by
installing additional shore-based systems on the right bank to reduce the sampling area of the mobile
hydroacoustic system, and more recently by excavating the river bottom on the left bank to eliminate
the blind zone.
The work completed for work items #1-10 has furthered our understanding of lower Fraser
hydroacoustics and potential sources of bias in the Mission estimates. By assembling information and
identifying potential biases, it also served as a foundation for investigations of PEDs between Mission
and Qualark under work item #16.

1.4.2 Work items #13-14: Potential sources of bias at Qualark
Two potential sources of negative bias were identified in the consultant’s report (Appendix 6) at the
Qualark site: fish migrating beyond the normal 29m ensonified zone and a potential blind zone due to
the rolled configuration of the DIDSON beam. Investigatory work in 2015 revealed that these were likely
low to negligible sources of bias in the estimates of passage at Qualark during the period examined
9

(Appendix 10). However, as 2015 was a year of low sockeye abundance as well as low water flows,
further testing is planned.

1.4.3 Work items #11-12: Species composition at Mission and Qualark
Mission and Qualark hydroacoustic sites estimate the total upstream salmon passage, however, species
composition must also be estimated to determine the proportion of total passage attributed to each
salmon species (e.g., sockeye, Chinook, pink). Methods for estimating species composition at Mission
and Qualark differ, which makes comparing sockeye passage at each site much more uncertain during
migration periods when sockeye do not dominate species composition. Thus, our analyses have tended
to focus on even years or periods prior to mid-August on odd-years (when Fraser pink salmon are not
present). Although the FRP acknowledges that species composition is an important line of investigation,
it was determined to be outside the scope of the current project. The FRP and PSC staff are continuing
to investigate improved methods of estimating species composition including following up on a
methodology suggested in the consultant’s report. There is also a Southern Endowment Fund project
currently underway to investigate differences between species composition estimates produced by the
fish wheel and the Adaptive Resolution Imaging Sonar (ARIS) length-based mixture model, and another
project to undertake a review of test fisheries, which collect the samples used for species and stock
composition.

1.5 Summary of Work: System Comparisons and Alternative Configurations
1.5.1 Alternative hydroacoustic configurations and sampling schemes
Table 1 is a summary table of alternative hydroacoustic configurations, including sampling schemes,
considered for further quantitative evaluation. Evaluation of the configurations in the top portion of the
table is contained in this document and appendices. The configurations at the bottom of the table were
evaluated based on expert opinion and not pursued further due to minimal cost savings and/or
impracticalities of implementation.
Table 1. Summary table of alternative hydroacoustic configurations considered for quantitative
evaluation.
Hydroacoustic system configurations considered for further evaluation
System configuration

Rationale for further evaluation

Mission LB + RB + mobile *
Qualark (LB + RB) *

Full Mission program (see 5.8.1)
Full Qualark program (see 5.8.2)

Mission LB + RB + mobile +
Qualark

Full Mission + Qualark program. Provides the most information for
management purposes, but is also the most expensive (see 5.8.4)
10

Mission LB + RB
Mission LB + RB + Qualark

Mission LB + RB, Mobile
<7d/week

Mission without a mobile system. Recommended for investigation in
consultant’s report and is feasible to implement (see 4.3.1.1)
Mission without a mobile system with full Qualark program. Provides
some cost savings versus both full programs with possibility of
producing adequate passage estimates at both sites assuming a model
could be used to predict the mobile passage at Mission (see 5.8.3)
Operating the mobile unit at Mission less than 7 days per week. While
the cost savings are relatively small and there are some potential
implementation issues to work through, this is the one portion of the
existing Mission system where some cost savings might be found (see
4.3.1.2)

Hydroacoustic system configurations not considered for further evaluation
System configuration
Mission LB + mobile

Mission LB

Mission LB + Qualark
Mission LB + mobile +
Qualark
Qualark RB

Rationale for not evaluating further
Mission without a RB site. Minimal cost savings versus full Mission
program. Prior to 2011, considerable SEF funding was contributed
towards developing the RB site at Mission and its benefits for
improving the Mission estimate have been detailed in SEF reports.
Mission without a RB site or mobile. Minimal cost savings versus
Mission LB + RB configuration and not likely to produce an accurate
passage estimate.
Minimal cost savings versus Mission LB + RB + Qualark.
Minimal cost savings versus full Mission + Qualark program.

Qualark without the LB site. Minimal cost savings compared to full
Qualark program.
Qualark, no night
Qualark without any night operation and monitoring of passage.
Someone must be at the Qualark site 24/7 for security purposes so an
attendant would need to be hired which minimizes any cost savings.
Mission, no night
Minimal cost savings for same reason as Qualark site. Salmon passage
at Mission is driven by tidal patterns and does not show a strong
diurnal pattern as seen at Qualark, therefore night monitoring is
necessary to accurately assess salmon passage.
* configurations of primary interest
1.5.1.1

Assessment of estimation methods for the Mission mobile count of salmon (Appendix 11)

This analysis was conducted to address the recommendation in the consultant's report to eliminate the
Mission mobile system. Three alternative models were considered as substitutes for direct
measurements of mobile passage: 1) assume mobile passage estimates are a fixed percentage of the
daily total migration (the recommendation from the consultant's report); 2) predict mobile estimates
from concurrent Mission LB+RB salmon estimates; and 3) predict mobile estimates from daily salmon
estimates from Qualark (LB and RB) lagged to account for migration time. None of the models examined
provided consistent and precise estimates of salmon counted by the mobile unit at Mission.
11

Removing the mobile system would increase the uncertainty in the Mission estimates. The best
performing model (which used concurrent Mission LB+RB data) had a median annual absolute percent
error of 10% across the seven years examined (2010-2016). In 4 of the 7 years, the total difference
between the count by the mobile system and the model estimate for the assessment period was greater
than the sockeye PED between Mission and Qualark for the same period. The fixed percentage model
performed poorly compared to the other models with a 23% median annual absolute percent error, a
smaller percentage of daily differences within ±10%, and a greater tendency for a negative bias. The
errors resulting from estimating mid-channel salmon passage without data from the mobile system
were not random within a year; there were consistent periods of over- or under- estimation by each of
the estimation models in most years. The largest differences often occurred later in the season, and
would therefore differentially impact estimates for the run-timing groups.
These analyses only examined periods when there were estimates available at Mission from both the LB
and RB systems, and when pink salmon were not abundant. Outside of these periods an alternative
method that has not been evaluated would have to be used to estimate offshore salmon passage.
Removing the mobile system would also affect the ability of Mission hydroacoustics to assess salmon
during periods of high water levels (such as in early July 2012 and 2013), because during those periods,
the shore-based systems cannot be installed and the mobile unit is the main system used for estimates.

1.5.1.2

Assessment of sub-sampling with Mission mobile as an alternative to daily operation
(Appendix 12)

If an overall objective is to reduce the costs associated with the Mission hydroacoustic program, one
option is to operate the Mission mobile unit using a systematic sub-sampling schedule. Cost savings
from sub-sampling are not as great as those realized by completely eliminating the mobile unit and are
dependent upon the sampling frequency throughout the season. The advantage of sub-sampling is that
the Mission mobile unit is used to periodically estimate salmon passage and those estimates can be
used as the basis for previous and subsequent days' estimates when there is no mobile sampling. This
reduces the probability of extended periods of over- or under- estimation experienced by the estimation
methods described in section 4.3.1.1.
Hypothetical systematic sampling schemes of every 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th day were examined using
the same Mission hydroacoustic data set used in the previous analysis (4.3.1.1). Because there are
multiple starting dates possible for any scheme, 27 possible systematic schemes were evaluated. In
addition, one sub-sampling scheme was examined where three consecutive days were sampled followed
by four days with no sampling which resulted in a total of 30 different sub-sampling schemes being
evaluated.
Of the sub-sampling schemes examined, the schemes based on sampling every 2nd or 3rd day or sampling
3 consecutive days then not sampling for 4 days generally performed better across all evaluation
statistics than the other sub-sampling schemes. These three sub-sampling methods tracked daily mobile
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estimates over each of the annual sockeye-dominant periods examined better than the model-based
methods in 4.3.1.1 and had fewer extended stretches of days with consistent over- or under- estimates
relative to the actual mobile estimate of salmon passage. These three sub-sampling methods present
feasible alternatives with varying potential cost savings ranging from $22,000 to $45,000 annually (see
Appendix 8). Sub-sampling with the mobile system would increase the uncertainty in the Mission
estimates of mid-channel salmon passage. Ultimately the decision on whether a sub-sampling method
could be applied to the operation of the Mission mobile hydroacoustic unit is a matter of risk tolerance
by the managers. Sub-sampling will also require developing a method for estimating the Mission mobile
number on non-sample days prior to the next actual Mission mobile observation. Simple linear
interpolation or other more complicated methods could be used to estimate Mission mobile once there
are observations on either side of the non-sample days. Sub-sampling schemes may be more
appropriate in larger abundance years where the additional uncertainty would be unlikely to have
substantive consequences to management. Logistical issues would need to be addressed (e.g. securing
and scheduling crew) and would vary among subsampling schemes.

1.6 Summary of Work: Sockeye Stocks Assessed at Mission and Qualark
(Appendix 13)
All stocks of Fraser River sockeye migrate past Mission except the Pitt, Widgeon, Alouette and
Coquitlam stocks. Several stocks spawn in tributaries which drain into the Fraser River downstream of
Qualark but upstream of Mission: Chilliwack (Early Summers); Harrison (Summers); and Birkenhead, Big
Silver, Weaver, and Cultus sockeye (Lates). The size of these stocks relative to the total Fraser sockeye
return can vary greatly depending on the cycle year and variability in returns of each stock. From 2008
to 2015, the lowest annual proportion of Fraser sockeye potential spawning escapement assessed at
Qualark was 63% (versus 99% at Mission), while the highest proportion was 94% (versus 100% at
Mission), with an average proportion of 81% across years (versus 96% at Mission). This amounts to an
average annual difference of 615,000 sockeye that migrate past Mission but do not migrate past Qualark
(not including catches between the two sites). For detailed comparisons of the differences between
years see Appendix 13.
Without hydroacoustic data, stock proportions and CPUE estimates from test fisheries could be used for
in-season run size assessments and determining potential spawning escapement. Estimates based on
test fishery data have historically been much more uncertain than hydroacoustic estimates, as
demonstrated by challenges in estimating the run size of Pitt sockeye. For example, in 2013 the run size
of Pitt sockeye based on test fisheries stock proportions was estimated at 203,000 while the
escapement and catch totaled only 66,000, suggesting the run size was over-estimated in-season.
Currently, test fishery-based estimates of run size for Pitt are added to the total estimated run size
(Mission passage plus catch) despite its uncertainty, as it is the only estimate available for that stock.
Without Mission or other system-specific hydroacoustic estimates, the same would be true for several
lower river stocks that spawn in tributaries downstream of Qualark. While the Chilliwack/Vedder system
is conducive to a system-specific DIDSON/ARIS enumeration program, due to physical characteristics of
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the Pitt and Harrison River systems, with the exception of the Birkenhead, the stocks entering those
systems (Pitt, Widgeon, Harrison, and Weaver) could not be hydroacoustically enumerated and would
have to be assessed using test fisheries. This would significantly increase the uncertainty for estimated
sockeye passage as well as the total run size.

1.7 Summary of Work: Management Implications – Run Size and TAC (Appendix
14)
The impact of the PEDs on in-season run size estimates was quantitatively evaluated for the Early
Summer- and Summer- runs (excluding Harrison) in 2010 and 2014, the years with the largest PEDs
between Mission and Qualark for these two management groups. The results were conditional on the
model used for the in-season assessment of run size and the 2010 data, which included test fishery,
stock, and species identification data in addition to hydroacoustic data.
During the 10 days following the peak of the Summer-run in 2010, the difference in total run size
estimates when using one of the two hydroacoustics sites ranged from 16% on August 20 to 2% on
August 24. The 16% difference resulted in a difference in international TAC of 730,000 salmon out of a
total international TAC of 10 million (2% represented 70,000 salmon out of 13 million). The directionality
of the PEDs differed between and within years, therefore 2010 does not provide an indication of the
overall directionality. The large PED in 2010 compared to other years was likely due to the fact that the
2010 Mission program was focused on research and development testing of more efficient sampling
configurations, and the hydroacoustic system did not adequately sample the entire river width for the
season as it has since 2011.
Differences in run size and TAC are small relative to the overall bias and uncertainty of in-season
predictions of the 2010 and 2014 sockeye returns. Thus, improving the accuracy of hydroacoustic
estimates would have little effect on the run-size assessments in these years of high abundance. Larger
improvements to the run size estimates could potentially be obtained by improving the in-season stock
assessment model. For example, the migration pattern of the runs in 2010 and 2014 was spread over a
broader period than the model currently allows which caused the run-size models in those years to
under-estimate the actual return regardless of which acoustic time series was used. Furthermore, due to
improvements in the sampling configuration of the Mission site since 2010, it is less likely that a PED of
the same magnitude as 2010 will occur in future years.
An important caveat to this analysis is that these results apply to the Early Summer and Summer-run
(excluding Harrison) groups only. In-season estimates of run size for the Late-run group (where the
largest PEDs occurred in both years) are not based on Mission hydroacoustics because a variable and
unpredictable fraction of these stocks delay in the Strait of Georgia prior to migrating upstream.
Similarly, Mission hydroacoustics are not used for in-season assessment of any delaying stocks and
species (i.e., Harrison sockeye and Fraser pink salmon).
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1.8 Summary of Work: Evaluation of Passage Estimate Differences (Appendix 15)
Identification of days with significant Passage Estimate Differences (PEDs) was based on 95% confidence
intervals generated through stochastic simulation for both Mission and Qualark passage estimates.
These confidence intervals are considered minimum estimates of the uncertainty associated with the
estimates. Non-overlapping 95% confidence intervals for the matched Mission and Qualark passage
estimates was used as the criteria to identify "significant" PEDs. Given that the variability in the
estimates is being under-estimated, this standard was judged to be a good trade-off between identifying
days with actual PEDs and minimizing the number of days where the PEDs might not be significantly
different due to the under-estimate of uncertainty. There were 109 days out of a total of 427 days
examined from 2008-2015 when significant daily PEDs were identified (>50% occurred in 2010 and
2014). The low sockeye abundance years of 2008, 2009, and 2015 had the smallest number of days with
significant PEDs (7, 3, and 4 days, respectively) but the time-series length was also shorter in those
years.
The technical group identified >20 potential causal factors for PEDs which were then tested to see if
they covaried with significant PEDs. The covariates included: type of year (pink year, large sockeye
abundance year); in-river fisheries (opening time, effort, location); river migration conditions
(temperature, discharge); hydroacoustic gear configurations (mobile, blind zone extrapolation, offshore
passage). A subset of covariates was selected for regression analysis using a combination of statistical
methods and expert opinion.
In all, <10% of the presence/absence of PEDs could be explained by covariates, but >70% of the variation
in the transformed (LN) size of the absolute value of the PEDs was explained by a regression model that
included seven covariates. However, the direction of the PEDs could not be predicted by the model.
Using the current dataset, it is highly unlikely that a predictive model could be developed from the
current set of covariates to determine when or in which direction a significant PED would occur.
More years of data (current dataset contains 2 “high abundance years”, 4 “pink” years, and 4 “non-pink”
years) or improved data for the explanatory variables (e.g., better data on in-river fisheries) might
improve the fit of the models. However, we do not have a method for determining the true number of
fish migrating through the Fraser. Therefore, the models developed would only be informative about
Mission-Qualark PEDs and not about which system more accurately represents true passage of sockeye
salmon on a specific day.

Synthesis of Findings
The evaluations, conclusions, and recommendations in this document are based on the goal of meeting
the needs of current management and the data-collection systems currently used. The implications to
management described in this section are considered within these constraints.
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A persistent caveat to the work evaluating hydroacoustic estimates of sockeye passage in the Fraser is
that we don’t know what the true passage of sockeye is, so we cannot assess the accuracy or bias of
either system and can only compare them to each other. There are also errors and uncertainties
associated with estimates of the number of fish that leave the Fraser River mainstem between Mission
and Qualark as well as with species and stock composition at both sites. These factors confound our
ability to attribute PEDs to particular causes. Conversely, because the two sites are not assessing the
same populations, comparisons of estimates of total salmon passage may mask important differences.
Table 2 and Table 3 show sources of uncertainty for both Mission and Qualark, as well as how the data
from these two systems are used.

Table 2. List of inputs that are used to generate Mission passage estimates and list of outputs that use
Mission passage estimates.
INPUTS used to generate Mission passage
estimates
•

•

•

hydroacoustic data (from LB, RB, mobile)
o extrapolation methods (for blind
zone and subsample counts within
an hour)
o fish lengths for determining salmon /
non-salmon in mixture model
species identification (from test fisheries and
hydroacoustic lengths, models, and historical
Chinook passage)
stock identification (from test fisheries)
o DNA analysis

OUTPUTS that use Mission passage estimates
•
•

•
•

•

in-season test fish catchability estimates
run size model* generates run size that feeds
into:
o numerical escapement goal
o TAC**
management adjustment models
run size adjustment process (RSA)  S/R
dataset
o run size forecast
o escapement plan evaluation
Canada: in-river fisheries catch projections

* Note that the run size model does not always use hydroacoustic estimates (e.g., not used for Late run, Harrison
or Pinks) and in addition to the hydroacoustic estimates, uses estimates of stock and species composition as
well as forecasts of run size and timing, all of which have their own sources of uncertainty.
** In addition to the uncertainties associated with the run size estimates noted above, TAC calculations also
incorporate management adjustments.

Table 3. List of inputs that are used to generate Qualark passage estimates and list of outputs that use
Qualark passage estimates.
INPUTS used to generate Qualark passage
estimates
•

•

hydroacoustic data (from LB, RB)
o extrapolation methods (subsample
counts within an hour)
o fish lengths for determining salmon /
non-salmon
species identification (from test fishery)

OUTPUTS that use Qualark passage estimates
•

•

independent estimate of sockeye passage to
compare to Mission through Qualark
estimate, in-season
can provide estimates of early-timed stocks
when decisions are made to delay start of
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•

stock identification ( samples are collected inseason but analyzed post-season)

other test fisheries or Mission due to
conservation and/or financial reasons.

1.9 Is there a clear cause for the significant PEDs?
Not that we could identify. We examined a number of potential causal factors (environmental, fishing,
gear configurations) to determine if they covaried with the time, magnitude, or direction of the
significant PEDs, and only found a relationship with magnitude. The cause of PEDs is likely from multiple
sources and varies daily (and quite possibly hourly). It is possible that additional years of data could help
elucidate potential factors.

1.10 What’s the impact of the PEDs to management of fisheries?
Based on data from 2010, the maximum impact of the PEDs (30%) on run size is 16%, resulting in a
difference in international TAC of 730,000 salmon out of a total international TAC of 10 million. The
percent difference in run size based on the two different hydroacoustic time series can change
substantially within a year (e.g., from 16% on 20 August 2010 to 2% four days later with a PED of 25%)
and between years. Across years, there is no indication of a directional bias when using one hydroacoustic time series versus the other. Even within a year, one system is not consistently higher or lower
than the other.
A list of additional factors that are part of the management system and may be impacted by PEDs is
summarized in Table 2.

1.11 When and why are statistically significant PEDs occurring?
Within a season, there is no clear pattern in the occurrence of significant PEDs. However, we observed
that significant PEDS are much more likely to occur in high abundance years (2010 and 2014).
We were not able to identify a strong relationship between the occurrence of significant PEDs and any
of the factors investigated. It is possible that factors impacting PEDs occur at a much finer scale than the
scale of the data available for the explanatory variables.

1.12 Is there a way to predict when PEDs will occur?
There is no way to predict when a PED will occur with the current dataset and covariates examined.
Additional years of data might alter this conclusion.
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Note that without knowing the true number of sockeye migrating through the river, a predictive model
would only be able to forecast when a PED would occur, not which site would provide the more
accurate estimate on that day.

1.13 What do we need to consider regarding test fisheries?
When it comes to generating run sizes, test fisheries and hydroacoustics are highly interdependent.
Test fisheries are used to support hydroacoustics in generating estimates of sockeye abundance by stock
group (e.g., the Cottonwood, Whonnock, Qualark in-river test fisheries). Test fisheries are required to
convert hydroacoustic estimates of fish passage into passage by stock and species used by management.
Stock and species composition estimates become problematic during periods of low fish passage. Small
test fish sample sizes that are not processed daily can result in several days of hydroacoustic estimates
of salmon passage over- or under-estimating stocks or species.
Hydroacoustic estimates of sockeye by stock group are used to estimate catchability from the CPUE in
other test fisheries (primarily marine, but also in river; especially Whonnock), and used to generate daily
estimates of sockeye migration in the area represented by a test fishery (as input into run size models).
There is approximately a 6-day migration time between the Juan de Fuca and Johnstone Strait test
fisheries and Mission. If Qualark were the only hydroacoustic site, this lag time would increase to 8-9
days and delay run status updates by 2-3 days compared to the current system based on Mission data.
Refer to 4.4 for additional test fishery considerations that would be associated with a Qualark-only
hydroacoustic configuration.
Given the above, it is important to consider the configurations of the test fishery and hydroacoustic
programs at the same time.

1.14 Is there a way to save money?
Yes, but only at the cost of increasing the uncertainty in the assessment of the number of sockeye
passing through the lower river. Qualitatively, this additional uncertainty ranges from medium to high
levels. Other than the scenario where one site or the other is eliminated, the cost savings associated
with the alternate gear configurations or sub-sampling schemes for the Mission mobile system that we
examined in detail (Table 1) were insufficient to fund both programs for the cost of the current Mission
program. However, incremental cost savings gained if Mission mobile sub-sampling program were to be
implemented could be gainfully redirected at other Panel priorities such as improving test fish sample
sizes in the river or increasing the number of stock ID samples processed in-season.
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1.15 Additional things to consider that don’t fall under “technical analysis”?
There are a number of additional factors to consider when making the decision about the future of
hydroacoustic systems in the Fraser River that fall outside the technical expertise of the working group.
These include, but are not limited to:
i.

The long-term financial costs of each gear configuration in its full implementation (including potential
increases in test fishing or DNA sampling under the Qualark-only scenario).

ii.

The doubt experienced by decision makers when estimates of in-river passage cannot be verified inseason, given post-season adjustments to run sizes made in the past. The technical group has observed
that at times of increased uncertainty associated with the Mission estimates (e.g., low sockeye
abundance, high percentage of sockeye assessed by the mobile system, and/or transition periods when
Chinook and pink proportions are high), some members within the Fraser Panel look for confirmation of
Mission passage estimate numbers from the Qualark program.

iii.

Even though the true sockeye passage numbers are unknown, if the two systems are beginning to
diverge, it is a signal for the in-season management system to look for potential issues at either site or for
unusual fish migration behavior.

iv.

Non-bilateral uses of hydroacoustic information – e.g., in-river fisheries planning for lower Fraser First
Nations fisheries often relies on Mission estimates to generate catch projections.

v.

The value of “dialing in” the TAC in the magnitude described in section 4.5 compared to the cost of
operating a second hydroacoustic site.

vi.

The original impetus behind running the Qualark program was to be a data validation of the Mission
program due to the growing concern about the uncertainty associated with the Mission estimates in the
mid 2000s. In 2010-2011, recognizing the high cost of running both hydroacoutics programs, the goal of
the Qualark program was changed to one of gathering information to help identify a method to
“calibrate” the Mission estimates (e.g., based on environmental data, information on fisheries openings
and effort, etc.). If we assume that the Qualark estimates better represent the true number of sockeye
bound for spawning areas above Qualark, then this is still possible, but the following data limitations still
exist: a) Fraser sockeye return in a four year cycle, which, when coupled with pink migration, results in the
2008-2015 dataset representing each cycle twice at best, b) Mission has been in its current gear
configuration for 5 of the 7 years in the dataset, c) large sources of PEDs may be due to stock and species
identification (i.e., representativeness of the fish caught in the test fisheries and small sample size issues)
as opposed to hydroacoustics. This last data limitation is, however, unlikely to be the main cause of the
2010 and 2014 PEDs, as the discrepancies occurred during times of high sockeye abundance and were
years when the majority of sockeye were through-Qualark stocks.

vii.

In addition to the more formal use of the hydroacoustics data as inputs into run size estimates and TAC
calculations that were evaluated as part of this review, there are some informal quantitative uses of the
Qualark data that were not evaluated (e.g., as an informal but quantitative verification of Mission sockeye
passage estimates by PSC staff, particularly during times when the ability to differentiate sockeye from
the other species of fish in the river are of concern).
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1.16 Is there a recommendation from the technical group?
Based on the current management needs of the Fraser Panel and the evaluation of the impacts of the
PEDs on the estimates of run size and TAC in-season, the recommendation from the technical working
group is to continue the Mission hydroacoustics program and discontinue Qualark. Based on the two
years of largest PEDs from the eight years of simultaneous operation of the Mission and Qualark
hydroacoustic systems, we were unable to show that Qualark demonstrably improved our in-season
assessment of sockeye escapement and current bi-lateral FRP management.
However, the technical recommendation for the short term is to operate Qualark in 2018 but only if
studies designed to further our understanding of the causes of PEDs are included in the program. The
addition of the 2018 Qualark hydroacoustics and experimental data would be particularly useful from a
technical perspective.
It is important to note that this technical recommendation is based on the following observations: 1. the
largest magnitude of PEDs observed to date occurs on Adams dominant years and 2. the impact of the
PEDs on run size and TAC in these years is relatively small. The considerations listed in 5.7 are not
factored into this recommendation.

1.16.1What if we only had Mission?
The Mission hydroacoustic site has been used as the main estimate of sockeye passage in the lower
Fraser River since 1977. However, it is a more challenging site than Qualark for hydroacoustic
assessment of salmon passage due to tidal influence, an irregular bottom contour, and a much wider
river channel (400m at Mission vs. 160m at Qualark).
The benefits of the location of the Mission site compared to the Qualark site are: a) all Fraser sockeye
stocks, with the exception of Pitt and Widgeon, migrate past the Mission site; b) for the same group of
fish, it can provide estimates 2-3 days earlier than Qualark; and c) it is currently the only method used to
enumerate pink salmon returning to the Fraser. In addition to the benefits associated with the location
of the Mission site, the Mission dataset is longer than the Qualark dataset and is used to develop MA
and timing models and feeds into in-season run size models.
The implications to management of fisheries of this configuration: factors such as the irregular bottom
contour and a large mid-channel area may contribute to the differences in hydroacoustic counts
between Mission and Qualark. In the absence of upstream hydroacoustic counts at Qualark we would
not have a second independent estimate of salmon passage to compare against Mission.

1.16.2What if we only had Qualark?
Generating estimates of salmon passage at the Qualark hydroacoustic site costs less than generating
estimates at the Mission site and potentially provides a more accurate estimate of the abundance of
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stocks spawning upstream of Qualark. However, if it were the only hydroacoustic site operating on the
Fraser River mainstem, other methods would be needed to generate in-season estimates of the
abundance of stocks that do not migrate past Qualark. In some years, these stocks can make up a large
fraction of the total Fraser River sockeye return (e.g., Harrison, Weaver, and Birkenhead).
The benefits of the Qualark location is that it is a more ideal site for hydroacoustic enumeration of
salmon passage, with fewer potential sources of error than the Mission site.
Although the Qualark hydroacoustic site costs less to operate than the Mission site, the capacity to
generate comparable in-season estimates to the current Mission program would require a number of
adjustments which would add to the financial cost of implementation of a Qualark only program. These
include: a) in-season, real time estimates of stocks that leave the Fraser River mainstem downstream of
Qualark; b) additional work on the representativeness of the species and stock composition estimates
from the Qualark test fishery (see the Consultant’s report Appendix 6); c) development and testing of
new models to replace those that rely on the Mission dataset (e.g., MA, timing, and run size models); d)
no post-season confirmation of in-season pink salmon run size would be available; and e) impacts to
management decisions of having in-river hydroacoustic information 2-3 days later would need to be
evaluated.
The assessment of fish assessed at Mission but not directly assessed at Qualark (i.e., Vedder/Chilliwack,
and the Harrison/Birkenhead systems) would require additional in-season assessment. Assessment of
these systems would likely result in the need to increase test fishery samples in lower river and/or inseason spawning ground assessment of fish passage. While the Vedder/Chilliwack system is conducive
to a hydroacoustic-based in-season escapement estimate, the other systems are not. How those
systems could be assessed in-season, or whether increasing test fishing samples would suffice would
need to be evaluated.
The implications to management of fisheries of this configuration: increased uncertainty in the run size
of stocks that spawn below Qualark would apply to in-season run size estimates as well as post-season
assessments of run size that would carry over into the stock-recruit dataset that is used for pre-season
run-size forecasts and evaluation of long-term escapement goals, among other things.

1.16.3What if we had Mission (excluding mobile) and Qualark?
Removing the mobile system adds a relatively large amount of uncertainty to the Mission estimate for a
cost savings of approximately $70,000 per year. The impact of discontinuing the mobile system at
Mission would be the greatest on the front and tail ends of the Fraser sockeye run when abundance is
low (i.e., during the migration of Early Stuart, early-timed Early Summers and Late-run stocks). Since inseason assessment of Late run does not rely on hydroacoustic estimates due to potential delay in Laterun migration when entering the Fraser River, the removal of the mobile system would impact the postseason run size estimate of Late-run but not the in-season estimate. Unfortunately, this is also the time
period where other sources of uncertainty tend to be higher (e.g., species composition and stock
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identification due to low test fishery samples). The early upstream migration of Late-run sockeye and
associated periods of variable but sometimes high en-route mortality (confirmed by tagging studies),
further complicates the ability of using alternate sources of data for post-season estimates of total
return (e.g. spawning ground estimates may only provide estimates of the minimum number of fish
entering the lower Fraser River).
The implications to management of fisheries of this configuration: using any of the estimation methods
described in section 4.3.1.1 to replace the data supplied by the Mission mobile system would increase
the uncertainty in the daily estimates at Mission and therefore to the management system.

1.16.4 What if we had Mission (including mobile) and Qualark?
While we acknowledge that this option is not feasible fiscally on an annual basis, it is the
recommendation of the technical working group that both systems are operated in 2018 in order to
further our understanding of in-river fish migration and so that additional evaluation of PEDs and their
causes can be conducted.
The years of largest PEDs occurred in 2010 and 2014 (i.e., Adams dominant years). The value of having
the Qualark site as an independent estimate of in-river passage stands out in these very large
abundance years. However, we only have two years in the dataset and the directionality of the PEDs was
different in both of these years.
With the exception of 2010, when Mission passage estimates were adjusted based on data from Qualark
after July 30, Qualark estimates are not directly used for in-season calculations. However, the Qualark
estimates have served as a useful validation check on the Mission passage estimates. The Qualark
estimates have not been incorporated into the in-season run size models as the original purpose of the
program was as a verification of in-river passage. The current timeline for in-season generation of
passage estimates at Qualark also precludes its use in in-season run size models.
The operation of both systems, concomitant with studies designed to evaluate potential causes of bias
and uncertainty at both sites, would assist with a better quantitative understanding of the assessment
of fish passage as well as a decrease in the uncertainty that exists within the management system when
there is a single site operating (see 5.8.6).
The implications to management of fisheries of this configuration: while this configuration is the most
expensive, having two systems that are performing at optimal capacity is the best way to continue to
evaluate potential causes of PEDs and increase the likelihood of identifying an in-season adjustment that
may improve the Mission estimates in future years.
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1.16.5What if we had [insert alternative here]?
We evaluated alternate gear configurations within the existing assessment framework. New and
emerging technologies are not within the scope of this evaluation.

1.16.6Future work
Specific recommendations for further exploration in future years should both systems continue to
operate include evaluations of blind zones at both Mission and Qualark sites and how in-river fisheries
may impact PEDs. Regardless of the decision regarding the hydroacoustic gear configurations, it is
recommended that future work investigate how uncertainties in hydroacoustic estimates are
incorporated in-season and in other work (e.g., MA models, the RSA process).
As noted in section 4.2.3, accurate estimates of species composition are important at both sites, but was
not examined as part of this evaluation. This work would include evaluation of the representativeness of
stock and species identification of in-river test fisheries, and incorporation of the data (or adjusted data)
into future PED comparisons.

1.17 Summary and Parting Thoughts
Assessment of sockeye salmon passage in the Fraser River is subject to a wide range of uncertainties
that can be traced back to the site configurations (e.g., blind zones), model assumptions (e.g.,
identification of stocks leaving the mainstem prior to hydroacoustic assessments), non-hydroacoustic
assessments (e.g., catch estimates, stock and species identification), behavior of people (e.g., fisheries
and vessel traffic), as well as to fish (e.g., variable migration times, variable distribution of fish within the
water column and across the river channel and en-route mortality). Not all of these uncertainties can be
quantified. However, analysis has shown that taking into account the uncertainties that we can quantify,
the estimates of sockeye passage at Mission and Qualark were statistically similar 3 out of 4 days during
the 2008-2015 period.
The directionality of the PEDs were not consistent between or even within years. Evaluation to date has
been unable to identify any correlations between the presence of a PED and the potential causative
factors examined by the technical working group. Despite not being able to identify a correlation to or
causation of PEDs, we have gained a better understanding of the system and we believe that the
technical evaluation described in this document and its appendices will prove to be foundational for
future work.
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List of Appendices
Appendix 1 – PSC Secretariat Document 2013
Document prepared by PSC secretariat staff for PSC Commissioners and the Fraser River Panel that was
the impetus for the creation of the Fraser River Strategic Review Committee (FSRC). This committee was
tasked to provide advice to the Commission regarding potential modifications to the hydroacoustic
operations with the aim to reduce overall program costs while maintaining the necessary quality
standards for in-season assessment.
Appendix 2 – Fraser Strategic Review Committee Terms Of Reference
The terms of reference for the Fraser River Strategic Review Committee as provided by the
Commissioners. The focus is on the clarification of fisheries management objectives for lower Fraser
River in-river assessments as well as an evaluation of the hydroacoustic configurations at Mission and
Qualark to ensure precise and timely information to satisfy Pacific Salmon Treaty obligations at an
affordable cost.
Appendix 3 – Commission Instructions to Fraser River Panel
This document is a request of information from the Fraser River Strategic Review Committee to the
Fraser River Panel to inform the review of the hydroacoustic programs at Mission and Qualark.
Appendix 4 – Terms Of Reference for Consultant
The terms of reference for an independent consultant to the Fraser River Strategic Review Committee.
These echoed the FSRC TOR.
Appendix 5 - Fraser River Management Objective
Document outlining the Fraser River Panel management and fiscal objectives related to Lower river
hydroacoustic programs at Mission and Qualark.
Appendix 6 - Consultant’s report
Report from Dr. Carl Walters, the consultant that was engaged to review the hydroacoustic programs at
Mission and Qualark.
Appendix 7 – Fraser River Panel Hydroacoustics Workplan
Workplan for a bilateral group of technical experts that was established after the consultant’s report left
several TOR unanswered. The plan was developed by the Fraser River Panel and approved by the FSRC.
Appendix 8 – Hydroacoustics Operational Costs
Overview document comparing the hydroacoustic operational costs at Mission and Qualark. The
document also includes financial details regarding the potential cost savings following changes to the
hydroacoustic programs.
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Appendix 9 – Mission Technical Document
Detailed summary of the work done by the PSC secretariat following the detailed workplan. The work
presented in this document has been reviewed by the bilateral group of technical experts.
Appendix 10 – Qualark Technical Presentations
Technical PowerPoint presentation documenting the work done by DFO staff following the detailed
workplan. The work presented has been reviewed by the bilateral group of technical experts.
Appendix 11 – Assessment of Estimation Methods for the Mission Mobile Count of Salmon
Document summarising the analyses that have been conducted to assess the feasibility of replacing the
Mission Mobile estimate with an estimate from models that are based on data from the left bank and
right bank hydroacoustic systems at Mission or from the Qualark hydroacoustic systems. The work
presented in this document has been reviewed by the bilateral group of technical experts.
Appendix 12 - Sub-sampling with Mission Mobile as an Alternative to Daily Operation
Further refinement of the work presented in Appendix 11, by examining the impact of subsampling (i.e.,
operating the mobile unit on alternating days) on mid-river abundance assessments. The work
presented in this document has been reviewed by the bilateral group of technical experts.
Appendix 13 - Sockeye Stocks Assessed at Mission and Qualark
Overview of the proportions of total Fraser sockeye abundance assessed at Mission and Qualark given
that hydroacoustic programs are unable to assess those stocks that spawn below the hydroacoustic
facility. These proportions can vary substantially from year to year given the large differences in stock
composition on different cycle lines. The work presented in this document has been reviewed by the
bilateral group of technical experts.
Appendix 14 – Management Implications for Run Size and Total Allowable Catch
Comparison of the impact of the use of different hydroacoustic time series on in-season run size
estimates derived through the standard run size models. The work presented in this document has been
reviewed by the bilateral group of technical experts.
Appendix 15 – Fraser River Salmon Migration Model and Analysis of Hydroacoustic Data from Mission
and Qualark Stations
Report of the results of the statistical model used to produce confidence intervals associated with
random errors around the Mission and Qualark sockeye passage estimates. This model identified
periods where there is a significant passage estimate difference (PEDs) and evaluated the correlation of
these PEDs with data on variables that might explain the PEDs.
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Appendix 1: PSC Secretariat document 2013
Executive Summary

Next Steps For Fraser River acoustics
Prepared by PSC Secretariat
January 14, 2013
The purpose of the document is to stimulate discussions among Commissioners and the
Fraser River Panel (and Secretariat) about the future plans for Fraser River acoustics.
The cost of implementing the Secretariat’s acoustics program at Mission has approximately
doubled from about $300,000 in 1994 to $600,000 in 2012. In addition to the regular budget, the
Southern Boundary Restoration and Enhancement Fund (SEF) supported the Secretariat’s research at
Mission in the amount of $668,000 since 2004 including the purchase of three DIDSONs. The Qualark
site was re-established in 2008 using DIDSON technology and has operated continuously through 2012.
Adding Qualark, Mission, and SEF funds, more than $1M was spent annually on lower river acoustics
since 2008. The increased expenditures for program improvements at Mission and the initiation of work
at Qualark have been driven largely by external pressures (formal public reviews into causes of
discrepancies between Mission and upstream estimates).
II. Cost-Benefit Analysis
The width of the Fraser River (400m), variation in fish behavior, and the need for 24 hours per
day, 7days per week coverage for 2-3 months drive program costs at Mission. The focus of research at
Mission has been on improving accuracy of the estimates. Estimates from Qualark have been used to
judge accuracy of Mission estimates, although it must be emphasised that both programs provide
estimates of salmon abundance. The true number of fish passing Mission is unknown.
Three different programs linked to levels of abundance or species were evaluated:
1)
2)

Base program suitable for years of sockeye abundance up to about 4 million fish.
Enhanced program suitable for years of sockeye abundance up to about 14 million fish.

3)

Supplementary program suitable for estimating pink salmon (up to 16 million pinks).

Generally more abundant populations require more extensive and intensive shorebased sampling platforms to ensure accuracy.
Each sampling program is illustrated schematically in figures and the incremental costs (both capital and
operational) and benefits (effect on estimates) of each component are provided in tables. The
quantification of “incremental” benefits needs a small refinement.
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Major breakthroughs have occurred recently in the Secretariat staff’s ability to estimate Fraser
River Pink salmon1. We can generate credible acoustic estimates of pink salmon escapement which,
coupled with catch estimates, can be used to generate estimates of total return that are independent of
and much more precise than the traditional methods using test fisheries. However, these estimates
come at a cost; approximately $100,000 more than the sockeye program.
Our evaluation period is relatively short (5 years). Therefore conclusions about the programs,
especially regarding a few specific components, are conditional on the circumstances observed and data
collected thus far. Further testing would improve the robustness of conclusions and could be
accomplished in the short term (2013, 2014). We are fairly confident that we have defined the
maximum sockeye program needed, but less intensive sampling might be acceptable at intermediate
levels of sockeye abundance which unfortunately were not observed in the evaluation period.
III. Potential future uses of the Qualark program
The acoustic estimation of salmon is much less challenging at Qualark than at Mission. We
reviewed four potential future uses of estimates from the Qualark site: (1) Calibration of Mission
estimates (focus of ongoing SEF work), (2) In-season validation of Mission estimates, (3) Evaluation and
improvement of sampling at Mission (focus thus far), and (4) Other (e.g. Planning in-river fisheries).
Despite the acoustic advantages of the Qualark site, the site poses three main challenges related to
fisheries management. First, fish take 2-4 days to travel from Mission to Qualark and this creates time
lags in the availability of run-size assessments. Typically, the Fraser River Panel does not update total
return estimates until after the peak of the run has been observed at Mission. If Qualark estimates were
used instead of Mission, run size updates would be delayed by a further
2-4 days. Second, some sockeye populations (e.g. Cultus, Harrison, Birkenhead, Chilliwack, Weaver
Creek), and more than two-thirds of the Fraser River pink salmon populations spawn downstream of
Qualark. Third, the long time series of Mission estimates is used to quantify in-season adjustments to
escapement targets to compensate for natural, environmental and stock assessment factors. The long
historical data set at Mission cannot easily be replaced with information from Qualark without a
commitment to fund both sites for a significant time period. These challenges preclude consideration of
Qualark as a replacement for Mission.
IV. Estimation of Species Composition
Current acoustics applications have not typically been used to distinguish species. Thus, test
fisheries are usually used to apportion acoustic targets to species. Test fisheries have provided biased
estimates of species composition resulting in biased estimates of sockeye salmon at Mission in a few
years (e.g. 2005). Sockeye estimates during the period when pink salmon predominate are of greatest
concern. Species composition estimates at both Mission and Qualark are subject to test fishing biases.

The 1985 diplomatic note regarding implementation of the treaty calls for the Commission staff to
estimate upriver escapements of sockeye and pink salmon for the Fraser River Panel.
1
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Data gathered in recent years support development of stratified approach. Coupling test fishery
sampling in different parts of the river with acoustic estimates for the same regions will provide more
robust estimates of species composition. Hydro-acoustic based methods (e.g. fish length and tail beat
frequency) are also being investigated.
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Pacific Salmon Commission
600 - 1155 Robson Street Vancouver, B.C.
V6E 1B5
(604)684-8081
(604)666-8707 (fax)

To:

Commissioners and Alternate Commissioners
Our file: 63001

From: Mike Lapointe, Chief Biologist, Pacific Salmon Commission staff1
cc:
Fraser River Panel members, National Correspondents
Date:
January 14, 2013
Re:
Next steps for Fraser River Acoustics
The purpose of this memo is to stimulate discussions among Commissioners, and the Fraser River Panel about the
future plans for Fraser river acoustics. The memo is divided into four parts. The introduction provides the rationale
for why a discussion is warranted. Next, we provide a cost-benefit analysis for the Mission program to support the
development of a multi-year business plan. Third, we discuss the potential future uses for the Qualark program.
Lastly, we discuss some challenges and potential budget implications related to the apportioning of acoustic targets
to species.
I. Introduction
Estimates of escapement are fundamental to the Fraser River Panel’s fisheries management process2. Under the
terms of the Pacific Salmon Treaty, the Panel is responsible for collecting data on upriver escapements through
the conduct of a hydroacoustic program at Mission1. Beginning in 1992, five reviews2 brought public attention
and scientific scrutiny, leading to several specific recommendations about the Mission program that resulted in an
ongoing research effort. Outdated technology (i.e. single beam) and an entirely vessel-based sampling program
were identified as significant weaknesses leading to updated technology (split beam and DIDSON sonar) and
shore based sampling platforms. In 2008, hydroacoustics staff completed a 5-Year Strategic Plan to guide
program activities and research. Though research efforts were successful in increasing the accuracy of estimates,
and a major breakthrough has occurred in pink salmon estimation in recent years, program improvements have
had pragmatic consequences. First, program complexity has increased from 1 acoustic system to up to 7 systems.
Second, program costs have approximately doubled from about $300,000 in 1994 to $600,000 in 2012. In
addition to the regular budget, the Southern Boundary Restoration and Enhancement Fund (SEF) supported
research in the amount of $668,000 since 2004 including the purchase of three DIDSONs.

This document would not have been possible without significant help from Secretariat hydroacoustics staff. Kyle Adicks,
Gary Graves, John Holmes, Barry Rosenberger, Larry Rutter, Mark Saunders, and Timber Whitehouse reviewed an earlier draft
which improved this memo.
1

2

See Appendix A for a detailed discussion of the purposes of lower Fraser acoustic

monitoring c See Part III. Potential future uses of the Qualark program.
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Pearse2 also recommended additional acoustic sites along the Fraser River to assist in regulating in-river fisheries.
In response, DFO conducted a 5-year experimental program from 1993-1998 at Qualark Creek (95 km upstream
from Mission) to design and test acoustic equipment for assessment of salmon migration. The Qualark site was
reestablished in 2008 using DIDSON technology and results of both research phases have been applied to Mission.
The Qualark site has a number of advantages for acoustic estimation of fish passagec which led PSC staff to
advocate using
Qualark to validate Mission estimates3 and supported the SEF committee’s decision to fund the Qualark program
in 2011 and 2012 at a cost of $305,000/year. A main objective of the current Qualark SEF project is to integrate
estimates for both sites and attempt to develop calibration factors4. The SEF also funded a second project related
to improvements at Mission. The final reports for these projects will not be complete until mid-2013.
Adding Qualark, Mission, and SEF funds, more than $1M was spent annually on lower river acoustics since 2008.
The Cohen Commission recently recommended that both Mission and Qualark continue5. However, funding both
Fraser river acoustics programs cannot be sustained indefinitely without either a significant increase in available
resources or a reexamination of existing priorities. Therefore, a review of the current programs and a plan for the
future is warranted. We hope that this review will assist with any short-term funding decisions needed prior to the
completion of SEF technical reports next summer, but we acknowledge that these reports will also inform further
discussions.
II. Cost/benefit analysis of Mission program
There are two main challenges that shape the program used to estimate salmon passage at Mission. First, the
Fraser River is 400m wide and fish are distributed throughout. Second, tides, river flow, boat noise from the
transecting vessel, and river fisheries all affect fish behavior at the site.
To address these challenges the Commission’s research has explored various sampling configurations using stateof-theart technologies. From this experience, Secretariat staff have grouped sets of sampling tools into three
proposed sampling schemes: (1) A base program; suitable for years of low sockeye abundance, (2) An enhanced
sockeye program; suitable for years of high sockeye abundance and (3) A supplementary program suitable for
assessing pink salmon. For each program, we provide and schematic of the sampling design (Figs. 1-3) and the
total costs for our recommended program, but we also identify the incremental effects of removing specific
sampling components on costs and risks (Tables 1-3).
The most significant operating costs of the Mission program are associated with the need for 24/7 sampling for a
period of two to three months and the associated personnel costs for collecting (on the vessel) and processing
the data. Baseline capital costs include two vessels (one for the transecting program, and a second to aid in the
deployment of the left-bank weir and to provide access to the right bank), a trailer which houses staff on the left
bank, a shed on the right bank and fence materials on both banks which prevent fish from migrating inshore of
the acoustic equipment (fences are not shown in Figs 1-3 below). Split beam systems, DIDSONs, computers and
other miscellaneous equipment represent significant incremental capital costs, but generally the incremental
costs of deploying each piece of equipment is small relative to data processing and capital costs.
Accuracy and precision
Benefits of assessment programs are typically quantified in terms of accuracy and precision as they impact the
ability to achieve management objectives. These concepts are often misunderstood by layman and even
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biologists. Below we use a target to help illustrate the differences between these concepts(Fig. A). An accurate
and precise program would generate estimates that are both close to the bullseye and to each other as show in
panel A.
Alternately estimates may be very precise (repeated estimates similar to one another), but inaccurate
(systematically far from the bullseye) as shown in Panel B. Panel B is important to understand because it
demonstrates that very high precision does not by itself ensure high accuracy. For example, a hydroacoustic
program might sample a consistent but incomplete fraction of the total area where fish migrate, thus repeated
estimates would be similar, but would be underestimates (biased low). Often when managers or policy makers
hear a scientist indicate his or her estimate has “tight confidence intervals”, they immediately assume the
estimate is highly accurate. This is incorrect, confidence intervals refer to precision only. High precision comes
from sampling large fractions of the population. To ensure high accuracy the data collection program must be
designed carefully (e.g. completely sampling the area where fish are migrating). Absolute quantification of
accuracy requires knowledge of the true value of what is being estimated. Panel D illustrates the inaccurate and
imprecise situation. Lastly Panel C illustrates a situation where the average position of the estimates is close to
the bulls eye, but there is scatter. Don’t worry if you are having trouble understanding how Panel C demonstrates
accuracy, it is not critical to our discussions.
Figure. A. Schematic of concepts of Accuracy and precision.

The Mission program has always generated highly precise estimates. Even in the early years when single
beam acoustics technology was deployed and estimates were based entirely on the transecting vessel (e.g. Fig 1
with the vessel only), statisticians showed that estimates of 200,000 fish had a precision of ± 4% 6 (example from
paper; precision of daily estimates varies). Changes to technology and adding shore based platforms (e.g. Fig. 1).
has not diminished the precision of the estimates. High precision comes from the large sampling effort – 24/7
temporal coverage and virtually complete spatial cover of the sampling area. Despite this high precision,
elements of the program are subject to biases. For example, fish reach to the vessel and some avoid detection,
especially in nearshore areas, hence the rationale for adding the shore-based systems (see Fig. 1). Thus, almost
all of the Secretariat’s efforts have been directed toward moving the program from Panel B toward Panel A above;
improving accuracy has been our focus. Consequently, we do not quantify precision as a measure of benefit in
the below tables. However, if the Fraser River Panel would accept less precision than currently generated, we
could reduce costs by physically counting a smaller fraction of the targets. Research is on-going to refine
precision estimation methods.
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In the Mission context, where is the bullseye? We don’t know because the the true number of fish (sockeye
or pink) passing Mission on any given day is unknown. Thus, we are forced to draw an indirect inference about
accuracy by comparing Mission estimates to other estimates that we believe are more accurate and precise than
the Mission estimates. For several reasons, we believe that the best estimates currently available for judging the
accuracy of the Mission estimates are the Qualark estimates(see section III below). One important caveat is that
these comparisons are most informative about accuracy when both programs are seeing the same
populations(not all the fish travelling passed Mission migrate upstream to Qualark). Consequently, we quantify
benefits below by noting the deviation between Mission1 and Qualark estimates and we also note the directional
biases associated with removing particular sampling components (Tables 1-3).
Base program (suitable for years of low sockeye abundance)
The base program was developed of the period from 2005-2007 and it has been the primary sampling program
used for in-season estimates since 2010. The base program has been sufficient for estimating daily abundances
up to 200,000 total salmon and years with up to about 3 million salmon for the season. The program consists of
two DIDSONs and two split beam systems (Fig. 1). Estimates from the left bank and mobile split beam systems
account for most of the annual estimate (Table 1, col 5, Annual %). The right bank DIDSON contributes only 11%
to the annual estimate but can be a significant contributor on particular days (Table 1, col 5, Daily %, row 5). Note
that both the vessel and shorebased systems sample the nearshore areas. But to ensure that total coverage by all
systems adds to 100% the vessel contributions have been reduced to represent quantities of fish estimated in the
areas not covered by the shore-based systems (Table 1; col 5 Annual %). Thus, the values in Table 1 (col 5,
Annual%) do not represent incremental changes. In 2012, the estimate for the full base program (all systems in
Fig. 1) was 8% larger than the estimate based on only the Left bank and mobile data. In other words, the right
bank system detected 8% more sockeye that the vessel did in the common area sampled by both (i.e. blue
triangle on right bank; Fig. 1). We can quantify these incremental effects for all systems and will include them in
future tables. The left bank DIDSON has not typically been used for estimation on low abundance years because
the split beam system adequately covers the same area (Fig. 1). However, the left bank DIDSON provides
important diagnostic information used to verify targets (fish, debris), fish behavior, and fish size.
Two comparisons with Qualark are most relevant to the base program; 2008 and 2012. In 2012, the base
program operated for most of August when the Mission projected Qualark numberd was 2% less than the Qualark
estimate (Table 1; col 6; row 2). During this period about 29% of the Mission estimate was associated with lower
Fraser spawning tributaries downstream of Qualark (e.g. Chilliwack and Harrison); 71% of populations were bound
for Qualark. In 2008, the Mission estimate did not include a right bank component. In that year, the Mission
projected sockeye number was 9% larger than the Qualark estimate (Table 1; col 6, row 5). During this period,
only 17% of the Mission estimate was associated with lower river tributaries; 83% of the populations were bound
for Qualark. While the two programs did not assess identical populations in these years, comparable estimates
provide some confidence in the estimates from both sites.
The cost of the base program is $255,000/year. Incremental costs savings and risks associated with removing
components are shown in Table 1. For example, the incremental cost savings for not operating the right bank

1

Mission estimate minus estimates for lower Fraser populations not bound for Qualark and any in-river catches between Mission and Qualark.
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DIDSON ($17,000, Table 1, row 6, col 3) are includes the costs of installing the right bank fence and shed,
deploying and monitoring the DIDSON and counting the subsamples of each of the hourly DIDSON data file.
Similarly, the incremental capital cost savings ($13,000; Table 1, row 6 col 2) represents the total costs of the right
bank fence, shed and DIDSON divided by the expected lifespan of these items. Most of the cost is associated with
a DIDSON and the associated cables (total cost $80,000, lifespan 8 years or $10,000/year). The Right bank DIDSON
offers potential costs savings but can contribute significantly to estimates on some days (Table 1, col 5, Daily %).
The trailer and left bank fence are included as capital costs under the Left bank split beam system. The Left bank
DIDSON offers less potential savings, and adds considerable robustness to the estimation. Investments in
robustness are akin to buying insurance against atypical fish distributions and behaviors. Deviation related to
atypical behaviors or distributions cannot be quantified without these systems being in place at the beginning of
the season. Note that the costs of analyzing the vessel data (about $3,000) were incorrectly included in the Left
bank split beam row in Table 1 (col 3). If those costs are transferred the cost of the Left bank split beam and
mobile components are comparable. Both components require 24/7 coverage and more temporary labor is
deployed processing the higher density Left bank files.
Enhanced sockeye program (suitable for years of high sockeye abundance)
We have experienced two years (2006 and 2010) of high abundance that have suggested that the regular inseason Mission program was substantially biased low. In 2006, the in-season Mission estimates were
approximately 1.5 million fish less than the sum of all spawning ground estimates plus in-river catch estimates for
areas upstream of Mission7. In that year, the in-season estimates were based entirely on the left bank and mobile
split beam systems (see Fig. 2). An experimental split beam system deployed on the right bank estimated an
additional 340,000 sockeye post-season, but this additional amount still fell short of explaining the discrepancy.
The left bank DIDSON data were not continuous enough for estimation. No offshore DIDSONs were deployed.
Extremely low river flows were hypothesized to exacerbate fish avoiding detection by the transecting vessel.
In 2010, the in-season Mission estimates were based on the left bank and mobile split beam systems plus a
DIDSON on the right bank. Again more fish were detected upstream both at Qualark and on the spawning
grounds. The Qualark total salmon estimate exceeded Mission by about 2%, but this pattern of deviation is not
consistent with the fact that 10% of the sockeye population was not bound for Qualark and there was harvest
between the two sites. In-season projections of sockeye headed to Qualark were 20%(2.7M sockeye) less than
the Qualark estimate. Post-season projections which included contributions from the left bank and right bank
offshore DIDSONs reduced this discrepancy to 11% ((Table 2; col 6; row 2). The deviations in these two years
clearly demonstrate the need for an expanded sampling program at Mission in years of high abundance.
The Enhanced sockeye program should be sufficient for estimating daily abundances up to 600,000 total salmon
and in years with up to about 14 million salmon for the season. The enhanced sockeye program builds on the
base program by adding up to two DIDSON systems mounted offshore (Fig. 2) and by using the left bank system as
part of the estimation. The potential benefits of the left bank offshore DIDSON cannot yet be quantified because
it has only been deployed in 2011 and in that year its coverage area completely overlapped with the left bank split
beam system. Estimates from the left bank and mobile systems account for 82% of the annual estimate (Table 2;
col 5, Annual %; rows 3,4,6), but right bank systems also contribute about 18% on an annual basis (Table 2; col 5,
Annual %; rows 5,7).
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Both right bank DIDSONs can also represent significant fractions of the estimates on particular days (Table 2; col
5, Daily %; rows 5,7). The left bank DIDSON and split beam systems overlap in the first 20 meters (Fig. 2). Table 2
quantifies the annual contribution of the Left bank DIDSON (Table 2; col 5, Annual %; row 6), but we have reduced
the contribution of the left bank split beam accordingly (Table 2; col 5, Annual %; row 3). It appears that the left
bank DIDSON system detected more near-bottom targets than the left bank split beam in 2010, but a further
evaluation in
2014 is desired. There is only one comparison with Qualark relevant to the enhanced sockeye program. For the
period August 1st through September 10th, all systems shown in Fig. 2, except the left bank offshore DIDSON were
operated continuously. During this period, the Mission projected Qualark number was 11% less than the Qualark
estimate (Table 2; col 6; row 2). During the 2010 season only 10% of the Mission estimate was associated with
lower Fraser tributaries downstream of Qualark (e.g. Weaver and Harrison); 90% of populations were bound for
Qualark. We are confident that an enhanced program will improve accuracy, but we cannot be sure that the
program will completely eliminate bias without testing continuous deployment of the sampling platforms shown
in Fig. 2. Our next opportunity to test this configuration at high population levels will likely occur in 2014.
The total cost of the enhanced sockeye program is approximately $360,000/year. Incremental costs savings and
risks associated with removing components are shown in Table 2. Note that the estimates from the left bank and
offshore DIDSONS were made post-season in 2010; in-season processing would result in a minor cost increase
(<5%). The left bank offshore DIDSON may offer modest cost savings if future evaluation indicates it does not
substantially contribute to estimates. Additional operational savings could result if the left bank DIDSON estimate
could be substituted for the left bank split beam estimates in the first 20 meters from shore where spatial
coverage of the two systems overlaps.
Pink Salmon supplementary program
Until 2009, acoustic estimation of the upstream abundance of Fraser River pink salmon has not been possible
because neither the single-beam (vessel based) nor the split beam systems are capable of effectively sampling the
nearshore migration. A major breakthrough occurred in 2009 and 2011 when shore-based DIDSON systems were
deployed on each bank. Although no independent escapement estimates exist for comparison (to judge
accuracy), the resulting pink salmon escapement estimates were 16.1 and 13.4 million fish respectively. Adding
catches to the escapements resulted in total return estimates that were comparable to independent total return
estimates from marine purse seine test fisheries and other methods. The total return estimates were judged by
the joint PSC-DFO Hydroacoustics Working Group (HAWG) to use more robust methodology than the purse seine
test fishing estimates of abundance (used since 2003) and they have been formally adopted as the best estimates
by the Fraser River Panel. The capacity to generate credible pink salmon estimates at Mission is particularly
important given that no upstream escapement estimation program has been conducted since 2001 and because
of the renewed interest in pink salmon harvest. The estimates in any particular year have minimal benefits to inseason management decisions in that year because most of the migration occurs too late relative to the typical
timing of marine fisheries. If upstream migration is early relative to potential harvest opportunities, it is possible
that the combination of escapement passed Mission to date plus any planned future in-river harvests, might be
used to ensure that escapement targets have been reached. However, it would be very difficult to extrapolate
the escapement to date and estimate total return. Thus, total return and harvest shares calculations would still
depend on the marine test fishery data. Thus the incremental added in-season value of escapement estimates
within any particular year is likely small. In future years, however, when combined with catch estimates, the
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resulting total return estimates are independent of test fishery data. Thus, the expansion factors applied to test
fisheries used for in-season run-size assessments in future years can be updated. Furthermore independent catch
and escapement estimates would generate more accurate and precise estimates of exploitation rates than
currently possible with the combination test fishery and catch data.The pink program has been sufficient for
estimating daily abundances up to 1,800,000 total salmon and in years with up to about 18 million salmon for the
season. This supplementary program would begin in mid-August of odd years only, and is incremental to the
sockeye program. During the pink migration, 79% of the annual estimate comes from left bank split beam and
DIDSON systems (Table 3; col 5, Annual %; rows 3 and 6). The right bank DIDSON and mobile split beam system
contribute about 11% and 10% respectively (Table 3, col 5, Annual %; rows 4,5). The offshore right bank DIDSON
contributed an
immeasurable amount to the annual estimate (Table 3, col 5 Annual %, row6). Comparisons with Qualark
estimates are not possible, because only a fraction of the pink salmon (historically about one third7) spawn
upstream of that site.
The cost of the supplementary program on pink salmon is approximately $102,000/year. This represents the
increased operation costs of extending the season about 6 weeks and the associated increased labor required to
count the very high abundance DIDSON files. The increased costs of the supplementary program would be
slightly smaller if the enhanced sockeye program preceded it because deploying the additional equipment would
not be required. Capital costs are not included in this estimate, because the sockeye programs would already be
in place. However, if offshore
DIDSONs were required, those capital costs would be incremental to the $102,000 supplement in years when
offshore DIDSONS are not required for the sockeye program. Incremental costs savings and risks associated with
removing components are shown in Table 3. Both offshore DIDSONs require further evaluation, though based
only on 2011, the offshore right bank DIDSON is not cost effective.
Concluding comments on the Mission Cost-benefit analysis
We have developed our three sampling programs from only five seasons of data gathered by an incomplete
deployment of sampling components at Mission coupled with estimates from Qualark. The two offshore
DIDSONs in particular (Figs. 2 and 3) require further testing in years with different pink and sockeye runs sizes for
a more complete understanding of their potential benefit. We expect to evaluate the benefits of components for
pink estimation again in 2013 without seeking additional funds from the Parties. However, we may need to
approach the Parties for funds incremental to the regular program budget to evaluate the benefits of components
for estimating large sockeye abundances in 2014. Alternately, funds may be available through SEF. So far, we
have only been able to evaluate the enhanced sockeye program when the largest daily abundances were
associated with late-run stocks. But we have observed different migration patterns in our acoustic data between
periods dominated by summer-run versus late-run populations. Thus, we cannot be sure which sampling
components will be most appropriate in years with large daily abundances of summer-run stocks. Similarly, we
have observed an incomplete range of Mission sockeye estimates sizes during this 5 yr period with four relatively
small escapements (up to about 4 million fish) and one (2010) extremely large abundance (>14 million fish). Thus,
we do not know whether the base, enhanced or some immediate program is required to obtain accurate
estimates when abundance estimates fall between 4 and 14 million sockeye. These intermediate abundance
situations will require further evaluation. Consequently our conclusions about the potential benefits of the
offshore DIDSONs (denoted by “ ? “ in Figs. 2 and 3) are conditional on the circumstances encountered and data
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collected thus far. However, we are confident that the enhanced sockeye program likely represents the most
intensive sampling program that will be needed.
We chose the 3 years to drawn inferences about the accuracy of Mission estimates based on the fraction of
sockeye common to both sites Sockeye estimates in the other two recent years, 2009 and 2011, are confounded
by the pink salmon passage later in the season due to the challenges of species composition1 associated with the
test fisheries at both sites. Some comparisons are possible for the period prior to significant upstream migration
of pink salmon. For the period July 16-August 15 in 2009, about 75% of the sockeye passing Mission were
estimated to be from stocks headed upstream to Qualark. During this period the Qualark estimate was 10%
larger than the Mission estimate, but estimates at Mission in that year were based on the Left bank and mobile
systems only (i.e. Fig. 1 without the right bank DIDSON). The complete base program was implemented in 2011.
For the period July 21-Aug 17, less than 60% of the sockeye passing Mission are from stocks headed to Qualark,
because of the large Harrison River run that year. During this period the Qualark estimate was 16% larger than
the Mission estimate. Errors in the estimates of stocks bound for downstream of Qualark likely contribute to this
difference; perhaps too many lower Fraser stocks were removed from the the Mission projectiond used to
compare with Qualark. Thus, we provide these comparisons for completeness, but caution readers about drawing
strong inferences from them due to differences between the populations observed at both sites.
Tables 1-3 quantify capital costs as total costs divided by the expected life span of the equipment. This type of
calculation is inconsistent with the current budget practices of asking for full capital replacement amounts in the
year that equipment is due for life cycle replacement. We don’t believe that the numbers shown in the Tables are
misleading as the current practice may average out over time, but suggest that setting aside annual amounts is
worthy of consideration in the future.
Decisions about potential reductions in number of sampling components from the three recommended programs
we have outlined involve trade-offs between fishery management benefits (assessed through the Fraser River
Panel) and program costs (assessed by the Commission’s Finance and Administration Committee). Our intent is
not to promote the full programs, but rather to provide objective information that can form the basis of
discussion. Once this discussion is complete, we can explore the multi-year implications of various sampling
programs in our business plan.

1

See section IV below.
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Base program – Suitable for years of relatively low sockeye abundance

Figure 1. Schematic of base sampling program at Mission. Blue triangles denote approximate coverage of DIDSON sonar system on each bank. Multicolored triangles on left bank denote multiple aims of split beam sonar system. The mobile split beam is denoted by the green triangle underneath the
vessel. Black dots denote approximate cross river distribution of individual fish targets during periods of low daily abundance. Drawing is not to scale.

Table 1. Cost-benefit analysis of base program. For the base program, we list the Total Capital cost per year (Capital cost/expected equipment lifespan) and
Total Operating costs. Costs for individual components are expressed as percentages of these totals. The spatial coverage is expressed as a fraction of the
total river cross sectional area (i.e. blue shaded area in Figure 1 above). The proportion of the annual abundance and range in proportions of daily
abundance estimates are expressed as fractions of the Mission estimates. The values in the Abundance columns are based on the August 6-24 period in
2012. The annual deviation with Qualark is calculated as (Mission projected sockeye to Qualark – Qualark sockeye)/Qualark sockeye) for the period when
the Mission component systems were operating. Potential directional bias and other comments are provided as notes.
Costs

Component
Total cost

Capital
per year
(% of
Total)

$ 89,000

Risks of removing components

Operating
(% of Total)

Spatial
Abundance
Deviation
coverage
from
Coverage
(% of river Annual %
Daily %
Qualark
cross
Range Annual %
section)

$ 166,000

-2% (2012)

Directional
bias,
and Other

Note: Aug 6-24 when base program operated; +3% deviation for full season
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Left Bank
Split beam

39

40

10

66

32-79

Mobile
Split beam

34

33

87

23

0-37

Right Bank
DIDSON

13

17

3

11

4-47

Left Bank
DIDSON

14

9

3 (overlaps with split
beam)

Not used for abundance on
low years

Underestimation from boat due to avoidance; fish concentrated near left bank

Underestimation due to fish distribution and large area

9% (2008)

Underestimation from boat due to avoidance, Reduced capacity to verify targets (fish,
debris), fish behavior and size

Reduced capacity to verify targets (fish, debris), fish behavior and size

Enhanced sockeye program – Suitable for years of relatively high sockeye abundance

?
Figure 2. Schematic of enhanced sockeye sampling program. Same as Figure 1, except for two offshore DIDSON systems circled in red. Multi-colored
triangles denote multiple aims of offshore DIDSON systems. The contribution of the left bank offshore DIDSON requires further evaluation. Black dots
denote approximate cross river distribution of individual fish targets during periods of high daily sockeye abundance. Drawing is not to scale.
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Table 2. Cost-benefit analysis of enhanced sockeye program. Same columns as Table 1. Calculations in Abundance coverage columns are based on
August 1 through September 10 period of 2010. Offshore DIDSON systems have been added in last two rows.
Costs

Component

Risks of removing components

Capital per
year (% of
Operating
Total)
(% of Total)

Spatial
Abundance
coverage
Coverage
(% of river Annual %
Daily %
cross section)
Range

Deviation
from
Qualark
Annual %

bias,

Note: Aug 1-Sep 10 when all systems except Left bank offshore DIDSON were
operating; -13% for full season

$ 113,000

$ 247,000

Left Bank
Split beam

30

46

10

31

15-93

Mobile
Split beam

27

31

69

31

19-57

Right Bank
DIDSON

11

10

3

11

1-34

Underestimation from boat due to avoidance, Overestimation (same as below);
Reduced capacity to identify small fish and debris

Left Bank
DIDSON

11

9

beam)

20

4-49

Underestimation from Left bank split beam if DIDSON detects more targets near bottom
; Reduced capacity to identify small fish and debris

Right Bank
Offshore
DIDSON

11

2

9

7

7-40

Left Bank
Offshore
DIDSON

11

Total cost

-11% (2010)

Directional
and Other

3 (overlaps with split

Underestimation from boat due to avoidance; fish concentrated near left bank

Underestimation due to fish distribution and large area

Underestimation from boat due to avoidance

2

9

TBD

TBD
TBD Need to compare relative to Left Bank split beam
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Supplementary program for assessing Pink salmon

?

?

Figure 3. Schematic of pink salmon supplementary program. Same as Figure 1, except for two offshore DIDSON systems circled in red. Multi-colored triangles denote
multiple aims of offshore DIDSON systems. The contribution of the both offshore DIDSON requires further evaluation. Black dots denote approximate cross river
distribution of individual fish targets during periods of high daily pink abundance. Drawing is not to scale.
Table 3. Cost-benefit analysis of pink salmon supplementary program. Same columns as Table 1. Values in Abundance Coverage are based on the September period
in 2011. Qualark deviations are not shown because of lack of comparability (see text). Offshore DIDSON systems have been added in last two rows.
Costs
Capital per
year (% of
Total)
Component
Total Cost

Risks of removing components

Operating
(% of Total)

Abundance
Spatial
Coverage
coverage
Daily %
(% of river Annual %
cross section)
Range

Directional bias, and
Other

$ 113,000

$ 102,000

Left Bank
Split beam

30

38

10

21

14-92

Mobile
Split beam

27

27

69

10

2-26

Right Bank
DIDSON

11

11

3

11

4-27

Underestimation from boat due to avoidance, Overestimation (same as below); Reduced
capacity to identify small fish and debris

Left Bank
DIDSON

11

17

58

47-80

Underestimation from Left bank split beam if DIDSON detects more targets near bottom ;
Reduced capacity to identify small fish and debris

3 (overlaps with split
beam)

Underestimation from boat due to avoidance; fish concentrated near left bank

Underestimation due to fish distribution and large area
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Right Bank
Offshore
DIDSON

11

Left Bank
Offshore
DIDSON

11

6

9

<1%

0-1%
Likely a minor contibutor; reconfirm in 2013

6

9

TBD

TBD
TBD likely a minor contributor; confirm in 2013
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III. Potential future uses of the Qualark program.
The Qualark site offers a number of advantages for acoustic estimation of fish passage when compared to
Mission. First, strong river currents concentrate fish within 20m of each bank which permits an entirely shore-based
assessment using two DIDSONs. Second, there are no direct tidal impacts on fish behavior. Third, both river
banks have been re-profiled and paved with sand bags, creating an environment that is optimal for acoustic
sampling.
Despite Qualark’s site advantages which permit much more robust estimates of fish passage, the site poses
three significant disadvantages for fisheries management. First, fish take two to four days to travel between
Mission and Qualark and this creates additional time lags between marine test fishery observations and
subsequent acoustic validation. This time lag is consequential to in-season assessments and the achievement
of Treaty objectives. Second, some sockeye populations (e.g. Cultus, Harrison, Birkenhead, Chilliwack,
Weaver Creek; quantified above), and more than two-thirds of the Fraser River pink salmon spawn
downstream of Qualark8. Third, the long historical data set at Mission cannot easily be replaced with
information from Qualark without a commitment to fund both sites for a significant time period. These
disadvantages preclude consideration of Qualark as a replacement for Mission.
Given this context, we review four potential future uses of estimates from the Qualark program below: (1)
Calibration of Mission estimates, (2) In-season validation of Mission estimates, (3) Evaluate and improve
sampling at Mission, (4) other (e.g. plan in-river fisheries).
Calibration of Mission estimates
The concept of calibration involves using a statistical model to relate deviations between Mission and Qualark
to some measurable set of conditions (e.g. river flow, fishing effort patterns). Calibration factors could be
estimated either using existing data from both sites or by augmenting these data with additional years.
Following the overlapping data collection period, Qualark operations would be suspended, and conditions in
future years would be used to predict the adjustments to Mission estimates.
Without prejudice to final SEF reports, discussions to date within the HAWG group have noted two significant
challenges to this approach. These include: (1) Extended periods when the acoustic systems at each site are
not estimating the same populations (as outline above). During these periods, relevant comparisons
between estimates at the two sites require data such as species and stock composition from test fisheries
and thus deviations between estimates cannot be attributed solely to acoustic sampling errors. (2) Deviations
between estimates for short periods (e.g. one to several days) can result from variation in the time fish take
to travel between the two sites (e.g. due to river flow, fishery or stock effects). These two sources of
deviations complicate when and how comparisons can be used to develop calibration factors. Furthermore,
we have only five years of comparisons, and it seems unlikely that the range of potential future
environmental, fishery and relative abundance factors has been observed. Variation in the components used
at Mission during this period further complicates the process. Therefore, if calibration is desired, it will likely
require several more years of estimation at both sites.
In-season validation of Mission estimate
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Under this scheme, Mission and Qualark would both operate together indefinitely. Daily comparisons of
estimates from the two sites would be compared and Mission estimates could be adjusted during the
season to reduce the pattern of deviations. This approach was used during the 2010 season, when
estimates from Qualark were used to scale-up the Mission estimates because the latter appeared to be
biased low. Alternately, Qualark and Mission could be combined to generate a more accurate and precise
estimate. While continuous operation of both sites may provide the most robust lower Fraser River
acoustic monitoring program, the challenges to calibration described above also add complexity to the inseason validation approach. For example, short term deviations might occur due to changes in travel time
even though annual estimates might be very similar. Approaches that combine reduced Mission programs
with in-season validation at Qualark would be less costly that operating both full programs, but they would
be challenged by the same factors. An approach that uses Qualark to evaluate alternative sampling schemes
at Mission would be more cost effective.
Evaluate and Improve sampling at Mission
This approach compares Mission and Qualark estimates to determine which sampling schemes at Mission are
required to provide the most robust estimates of salmon passage. In effect, the sampling scheme that
minimizes deviations between Mission and Qualark estimates is deemed “best”. Secretariat staff have
worked with HAWG to use Qualark for this purpose since 2008, and our work has informed the approaches
shown in section II above. The Qualark program could further inform sampling improvements at Mission in
future years, but such efforts should be carefully planned to target specific periods when both sites are
estimating the same populations. We believe the next opportunity for a useful comparison is in 2014, when
we anticipate the next very large sockeye migration. Unfortunately, we did not have sufficient DIDSON units
in 2010 to implement the configuration show in Figure 2 continuously through the season. An evaluation in
2014 would permit continuous evaluation of all components and help determine for example, whether a
DIDSON anchored offshore of the left bank is needed. Thus, if funds can be found to implement Qualark in
the future, 2014 would likely be the most informative year.
Other uses
Lastly, estimates from Qualark could be used for other objectives such as: (1) estimating upper river
populations of Fraser River sockeye, pink salmon, or other salmon species (2) planning in-river fisheries,
and/or (3) estimating en-route losses between Mission and Qualark. An evaluation of the program’s
potential to provide information related to these objectives is beyond the scope of this memo.
IV. Estimation of Species Composition.
The Mission and Qualark acoustic programs currently provide estimates of the number of salmon sized
targets migrating upstream. But fisheries management requires estimates for particular species (e.g.
sockeye, pink) and stock-groups (e.g. Weaver). Currently acoustic estimates are apportioned to species using
the relative abundance found in test fishery catches. When sockeye predominate (e.g. >90% of a test fishery
catch), the impact of species composition errors is small. However, composition errors can have significant
management consequences when sockeye salmon are not the dominant species migrating upstream. Two
periods are the most challenging; (1) early in the season in years when sockeye abundance is low relative to
chinook, and (2) after mid-August on pink years, when pink salmon migration begins and soon predominates
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over sockeye. The early season issue is not new, and has minimal impact on bilateral management, because
the main sockeye populations affected (Early Stuart, Chilliwack) are not the focus of commercial harvest
opportunities.
The consequences of composition errors related to the later season problem has increased in recent odd
years because the pink salmon migration has begun earlier (early August in some years) and overlapped with
more of the Summer-run sockeye migration. The problem does not impact pink fisheries management
decisions, because the effect of errors on the pink estimate is small and most of the pink migration occurs
after most pink fisheries have concluded. The focus is on the impact on sockeye salmon estimates. For
example, in 2005, in-season estimates of sockeye abundance passed Mission were decreased by about one
third (from 8.4 to 5.6M), as a result of postseason adjustments for species composition errors9. The 2005
result triggered additional research that has expanded our knowledge of the problem. Below we briefly
summarize ongoing efforts to address this issue.
Recent improvement to sampling schemes at Mission (e.g. Fig. 3) and observations from fish wheels and set
nets anchored nearshore have reinforced our understanding that pink salmon migrate quite close to shore.
This is especially true relative to sockeye salmon and explains why river test fisheries that sample the midchannel areas catch disproportionately less pink salmon relative to their abundance. Conversely these test
fisheries catch disproportionately more sockeye salmon. These observations dictate the need for a stratified
approach that couples separate acoustic estimates of abundance for near-shore and offshore areas with
separate estimates of species compositions in these regions.
We have gathered both acoustic and test fishery information in a stratified manner in recent years that can
be used to evaluate alternative approaches. We have set net and fish wheel information for the nearshore
areas and information from two drift net fisheries for the river channel. In addition to test fishing-based
sampling, two acoustic based methods are being explored for species composition. PSC staff are exploring
the use of lengths obtained from DIDSON images to distinguish species. DFO staff are testing a method that
uses the fish’s tail-beat frequency to distinguish species (again using DIDSON). Projects related to both
methods have received funding from SEF, with the latter project entering its last year in 2013. While both of
these methods are currently still in the experimental phase, both offer potential for more representative
sampling than test fisheries which appear to be selective with respect to these species. The use of DIDSONs
on each shore at Mission facilitates implementing either of these techniques for nearshore species
composition in the future.
Depending on the details or provisions regarding the use of fish, test fishery-based species composition may
be accomplished with little or no requirement for addition funding from the Parties but could impact the
quantity of test fish deducted in determining harvest shares. If acoustic methods are employed, additional
temporary personnel may be required for data processing. The magnitude of potential cost increases would
likely be small ($10,000-$20,000/year) but they cannot be accurately estimated at this time.
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Appendix A Purposes of acoustic monitoring
The principal uses of lower river escapement data include:
(1)
Achievement of conservation objectives: The highest priority management objective for
the Fraser River Panel is to “obtain spawning escapement goals by stock or stock grouping”6. During
inseason management, the Fraser River Panel actively monitors progress toward “gross” escapement
goals to ensure that sufficient fish are passing upstream for the combination of spawning escapement,
management adjustments (see (2) below) and any in-river catch requirements.
(2)
Estimation of management adjustments: Management adjustments are increments to
spawning escapement targets that are added to compensate for either systematic assessment errors, or
enroute losses that cause upper river escapement estimates to be less than lower river estimates. The
Fraser River Panel adopts these adjustments to increase the likelihood that escapement targets are
achieved.2 Compensation for systematic differences observed in Early Stuart and Early Summer run
sockeye estimates began in 1995. An extensive post-season review following the 1998 season(see
MacDonald et al. 2000; endnote 2(3) in main document) recommended that PSC and DFO staff develop
models to predict needed adjustments to escapement targets in response to adverse river conditions
(high temperatures, high flows). These “Environmental” Management Adjustment (EMA) models were
first used to predict expected differences based on in-season forecasts of river flow and temperatures in
2001 and they have been integrated as part of in-season management every year since. In 2012, nearly
400,000 fish were added to the escapement targets of Early Stuart, Early Summer and Summer-run
sockeye to compensate for expected differences. Given the increased frequency of warm river
temperatures observed in the last 15 years and future predictions from climate change models,
management adjustments are likely to become increasingly important for ensuring the long term
sustainability of the stocks.
(3)
Estimation of Run-size: Run-size estimates are critical for the achievement of conservation
and allocation objectives defined in the Treaty3 and both in-season and post-season estimates of total
Fraser sockeye returns rely heavily on Mission estimates. Without acoustics, in-season run size
estimates would be much more uncertain as daily abundances from test fisheries are 5 to 10 times more
variable than abundances estimates obtained from acoustics. For most of the historical time series,
post-season estimates of the total Fraser sockeye return were based on summing the catches in all
areas with the spawning escapements. However in the last 20 years lower river escapement estimates
(instead of spawning escapement plus in-river catches) have been used to estimate returns for several
stocks and years to better account for in-river losses. Conservation actions taken in response to enroute losses and other sources of declining productivity of Fraser River sockeye salmon have included in-

1 Pacific

Salmon Treaty, Annex IV, Chapter 4, paragraph10.
Salmon Treaty, Annex IV, Chapter 4, paragraph 3b
3 e.g. Pacific Salmon Treaty, Annex IV, Chapter 4, paragraphs 3, 10, 13
2 Pacific
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season reductions in allowable catches and also have increased the importance of escapement
estimates in total return calculations.
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Appendix 2: FSRC TOR
Terms of Reference for the Fraser Strategic Review Committee on In-River Assessment
of Fraser River Sockeye and Pink
(Hydroacoustics)
February 14, 2013

Background
Located approximately 80 km upstream of the mouth of the Fraser River, the Pacific Salmon
Commission’s (PSC) Mission hydroacoustic station has been operational since 1977, serving as a daily inseason enumeration reference, assessing the upstream passage of Fraser River sockeye and pink
salmon.
The Diplomatic Note of August 13, 1985 (paragraph A.1.c) states that the Commission shall
conduct test fishing on Fraser River sockeye and pink salmon; collect data on upriver
escapements by observation at Hell’s Gate and through the conduct of a hydroacoustic
program at Mission Bridge.
Staff and funding requirements to support the Fraser River Panel have grown and the enumeration
capacity at Mission has increased relative to the earlier period when the 1985
Diplomatic Note was signed. Given these developments, a review by the Pacific Salmon Commission of
the in-river assessment programs for Fraser River sockeye and Pink salmon is timely.
Mandate
The purpose of the Fraser Strategic Review Committee (FSRC) is to provide advice to the Commission on
potential modifications to the hydroacoustic operations in the lower Fraser River based on the
following:
•

Clarification of in-river assessment objectives.

•

Review of technological options (alternative or complementary) for providing accurate, precise
and timely information to satisfy obligations under the Pacific Salmon Treaty.

•

Effectiveness and affordability related to levels of risk tolerance and objectives.

Scope of the Review
To this end, the FSRC shall examine alternative hydroacoustic monitoring configurations for the Mission
Bridge and Qualark Creek stations – both as independent and as complementary operations, as well as
other assessment methodologies. The FSRC will be supported by the PSC Secretariat, Fisheries and
Oceans Canada staff and others as required. The examination should include:
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a) Clarification of the fisheries management objectives for lower Fraser River in-river

assessment. Objectives may include (but are not limited to):
o species priorities,
o

level of accuracy required to inform fisheries management decisions, o
reliability and timeliness of data; (in-season versus post-season/in
season timing versus location),

o

robustness of the enumeration system to unpredictable variations in fish
behaviour, and river conditions (e.g. discharge, temperature);

b) Evaluation of existing hydroacoustics station configuration, as well as new alternatives or

additions, in terms of whether they meet fisheries management objectives, value for
money, bilateral management application, and the appropriate distribution of funding
responsibilities as may be applicable.

Based on the assessment the FSRC shall provide recommendations for the next five-to-ten years.
Membership
The Fraser Strategic Review Committee shall be comprised of up to three (3) Commissioners from each
party. Each party will designate one member to serve as a co-chair.
Committee members shall be appointed for the duration of the work associated with the strategic
review, which is anticipated to be approximately two years.
Meetings
Meetings of the FSRC will be held when determined by the co-chairs to be necessary to carry out the
business of the FSRC. Scheduling shall be done to minimize costs and travel, and to the extent possible,
so as to not to interfere with the normal course of business of meetings of the Commission or the Fraser
River Panel. The co-chairs of the FSRC shall communicate regularly with the chair and vice-chair of the
Fraser River Panel to identify issues and the need, if any, for joint meetings of FSRC and the Fraser River
Panel.
The co-chairs of the FSRC may invite other subject-matter experts (e.g. Fraser River Panel and Technical
Committee members, Secretariat staff, and other national section advisors) and/or outside experts to
attend and/or participate in FSRC meetings.
FSRC meeting reports will be prepared by the co-chairs and presented to the Commission at its regularly
scheduled meetings. The FSRC shall strive to deliver a final report for presentation to the Commission
during the 2015 Annual Meeting.
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Appendix 3: Commission Instructions to FRP
Fraser River Hydro-Accoustics Strategic Review – Instructions to Fraser River Panel

1) Considering fisheries management objectives for Fraser River sockeye and pink salmon as
defined in Chapter 4 of the Pacific Salmon Treaty, the Fraser River Panel is to inform a review of
the current Hydro-acoustics programs at Mission and Qualark.

2) This review would address questions such as (but not limited to) the following:
a. What data/information from Mission and Qualark is critical to informing decisions such
that agreed-upon fisheries management objectives can be met?

b. What additional considerations are there with respect to providing this
data/information to inform fisheries management decisions (e.g. precision, accuracy,
timeliness etc.)?

c. What are the most cost-effective ways of collecting the required information without
incurring unacceptable impacts on data quality and timeliness?

d. Are there other opportunities or potential sources of data that could improve the quality
and/or timeliness of data/information to inform fisheries management decisions that
should be considered as part of the overall program to obtain data regarding fish
numbers, species, etc.?

e. Are there alternate approaches to managing and administering the hydroacoustics
program(s), and data from these programs, that would reduce overall costs (e.g. an
integrated approach managed by the PSC)?

f. Considering the risks of NOT having some/all of the data components from the Mission
and Qualark hydro-acoustics program, what are the recommendations for the overall
program?

3) The Fraser Panel is awaiting instructions on timelines and procedures for completing this work in
cooperation with the Strategic Review Committee.
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Appendix 4: Terms of Reference for Consultant
DRAFT
Terms of Reference for an independent consultant to the Fraser Strategic Review
Committee (FSRC)
July 2, 2015

Background
The Pacific Salmon Commission established the FSRC in February 2013 to provide advice on the optimal
hydroacoustic sampling program for the lower Fraser River. The Committee includes two senior
members from each National Section7 and has the following terms of reference:
“...the FSRC shall examine alternative hydroacoustic monitoring configurations for the Mission
Bridge and Qualark Creek stations – both as independent and as complementary operations, as
well as other assessment methodologies. The FSRC will be supported by the PSC Secretariat,
Fisheries and Oceans Canada staff and others as required. The examination should include:
a)
Clarification of the fisheries management objectives for lower Fraser River in-river
assessment. Objectives may include (but are not limited to):
• species priorities,
• level of accuracy required to inform fisheries management decisions,
• reliability and timeliness of data; (in-season versus post-season/in-season timing versus
location),
• robustness of the enumeration system to unpredictable variations in fish behaviour, and
river conditions (e.g. discharge, temperature);
b)
Evaluation of existing hydroacoustics station configuration, as well as new
alternatives or additions, in terms of whether they meet fisheries management objectives,
value for money, bilateral management application, and the appropriate distribution of
funding responsibilities as may be applicable.”
The FSRC has engaged with the Fraser River Panel (Panel) on objective (a) above, and this work is
ongoing. In February 2015, the FSRC, the Panel, and the Secretariat concluded that a third party should

7

Brian Riddell, Paul Sprout (Canada); Ron Allen, Kyle Adicks (U.S.)
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be engaged to assist with objective (b). In particular, the participants decided that an appropriate
expert (the consultant) should be retained to quantify and evaluate deviations in fish passage estimates
generated at the Qualark and Mission sites. Using this evaluation, the consultant would recommend a
suite of program design options that would deliver cost-effective and robust estimates that meet Panel
objectives under various riverine conditions for fish passage and fiscal scenarios.
Terms of reference
The consultant shall analyze all relevant data provided by the FSRC, Fraser River Panel, PSC Secretariat,
and Fisheries and Oceans Canada on hydroacoustic estimation of Fraser River stocks of sockeye and pink
salmon at the Mission and Qualark sites. This analysis shall lead the consultant, with input from the
Fraser River Hydroacoustic Oversight8 and Technical9 Teams, to:
1. Identify and describe the circumstances associated with observed deviations in estimates
generated at the Mission and Qualark sites under the respective sampling designs and
assumptions for unbiased enumeration.
2. Define and calculate performance measures for alternative program designs and scenarios. This
calculation should:
a. Consider the range of fish densities encountered (non-dominant sockeye run years,
dominant sockeye run years, and pink + sockeye years), river conditions (e.g., tides,
flow, water clarity, etc.), and other factors; and
b. Compare the robustness and testability of assumptions in enumeration methods
3. Assess how well each program element meets defined fishery management objectives. (Refer to
attached: “Fraser River Panel Management Objectives related to the Sockeye and Pink Salmon
Hydro-acoustic Assessment Program Review”).
4. Combine information from performance assessments and information provided on cost of each
program element in a risk assessment framework that includes defined fishery management and
funding constraints.
5. Given the potential PSC need to limit total program costs to those for the Mission site only,
identify a program design option from the risk assessment in paragraph 4 that falls within that
budget. If this option does not adequately meet the defined fishery management objectives,
explain why and identify a program design that would do so regardless of cost.
6. Identify key information gaps and options to address same.

1

Brian Riddell, Paul Sprout (Canada); Ron Allen, Kyle Adicks (U.S.)
U.S.: Lorraine Loomis, Kirt Hughes, Kyle Adicks, Tim Tynan, Robert Conrad. Canada: Jennifer Nener, Les Jantz, Mike Staley,
Timber Whitehouse.
3
Timber Whitehouse, Fiona Martens
2
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Deliverables and timeline
•

Regular (e.g. bi-weekly) updates/check-ins with the oversight team (or subset thereof) ….
(include written summary?)

•

September 15, 2015: Consultant delivers an interim report to the FSRC, the Oversight Team, and
Technical Team for review

•

October 15, 2015: Oversight Team, Technical Team, and FSRC complete their review of interim
report and prepare an update for the Commission at 2015 Fall Meeting (October 26-30, 2015).
Following the Executive session, these groups provide comments to consultant for future work.

•

June 15, 2016: Consultant delivers final version of report based on input above and consultation
with Oversight Team/Technical Team. Consultant also delivers key findings to Fraser River Panel
at pre-season meeting.

•

September 1, 2016: Oversight Team uses June 2016 report from consultant to develop final
package of recommendations for FSRC. FSRC uses these recommendations as the basis for a
final presentation to the Commission at the 2016 Fall Meeting.
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Appendix 5: Fraser River Management Objective
Fraser River Panel Management Objectives related to the Sockeye and Pink
Salmon Hydro-acoustic Assessment Program Review
The purpose of this document is to outline the management and fiscal objectives, performance
measures and linkages to be considered in designing the most cost effective hydro-acoustic
program in the Fraser River.
For the past several years hydro-acoustic programs have been conducted at both Mission and
Qualark in the Fraser River to assess the abundance of the sockeye and pink salmon returning
to the Fraser River.
As a result of a funding shortfall required to conduct both programs, the Fraser River Panel
(FRP) has been directed by the Fraser Strategic Review Committee to evaluate both the Mission
and Qualark programs in an effort to develop the most efficient and cost effective hydroacoustic program for the Fraser River.
Recently a workplan for the review of the hydro-acoustics programs has been developed by the
FRP and key staff from the Pacific Salmon Commission and DFO. One of the tasks (#4) was for
the FRP and its Technical Committee to define the objectives required from a lower Fraser
Assessment program and the linkages to other in-season information.
Fisheries Management and Fiscal Objectives
1. The primary purpose of the lower Fraser River hydro-acoustic program(s) is to provide
accurate and timely daily escapement estimates of Fraser sockeye and pink salmon in
the most cost effective manner. In future years it is anticipated that the only funding
available for Mission and/or Qualark will be the annual amount available to run the
Mission program, at current level. As such it is essential that the best suite of hydroacoustic components and associated assessment activities of the Mission and Qualark
programs be identified that can be operated within the available budget.
2. For sockeye, daily escapement estimates are required to be identified at the stock level
(stock ID samples from associated test fisheries) to assist in meeting the management
objectives for the four run-timing groups in the Fraser. Information at this level is
required primarily to achieve identified escapement objectives for the run-timing groups
as well as inclusion in the post season determination of the differences between the
estimates otherwise known as the Management Adjustment.
3. This information must be available to the Fraser Panel in a timely manner in order to
inform the decisions made regarding fisheries in marine and freshwater areas.
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In order to develop the most efficient and cost effective hydro-acoustic program going forward,
a thorough evaluation which explores all of the component parts of each existing program at
Mission and Qualark is required. The relative contribution of each piece of equipment needs to
be identified in order to assess the risk associated with not using that particular piece of
equipment in future years.
Among other elements this work should explore whether there are biases associated with the
gillnet test fisheries used for stock and species composition that may be affecting the relative
accuracies from the Mission and Qualark sites.
Work Plan Item #4:
1. Define objectives required from a lower
Fraser Assessment program, including
linkages between lower River assessments
and other in-season information (e.g. run
size estimation, management
adjustments).

The FRP and its
Technical Committee to
define management
objectives.

List of fisheries management and fiscal
objectives, performance measures, and
linkages to be considered in evaluation.
Identify keys risks that would require
some evaluation.

Fisheries Management Objectives: Canada and US are able to identify TAC available for
international sharing, for:
A) E Stuart,
B) E Summer,
C) Summers,
D) Lates,
and
E) Pinks,
in a timely way such that fish are still available to fisheries in US and Canadian marine
waters.
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Appendix 6: Consultant’s Report
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Appendix 7: Fraser River Panel Hydroacoustics
Workplan February 2017
Detailed list of work tasks with status – Feb 7, 2017

Terms of
Reference

Work Item

Targeted
Completion
Date

Status
(Feb. 7, 2017)

Mission work items
2b

1.
2.

1&3

3.

Amount in daily estimate from direct sampling vs. amount
derived from extrapolation. (2008-2015; odd years for
sockeye time period only)

4.

Fisheries removal of through Qualark stocks between
Mission and Qualark. (2008-2015; odd years for sockeye
time period only)
Mission projected Qualark estimate. (2008-2015; odd years
for sockeye time period only)

1

1
1

5.

6.
1 & 2b

7.
1 & 2b

Bibliography (technical reports & publications)
Systems used to produce daily total salmon & total sockeye
estimate at Mission. (2008-2015; odd years for sockeye
time period only)

Cross aim fish flux due to vertical fish movements in the
left-bank split-beam sampling areas.
a. Do we want to repeat analysis for other years? (ie.
2010 & 2014 if data available) If available,
analysis completion March 31, 2016.

Bias or randomness of the extrapolated left-bank fish flux
a. Do we want to repeat analysis for other years? (ie.
2010 & 2014 if data available) If available,
analysis completion March 31, 2016.

January 31, 2016

Complete
Complete

January 31, 2016

February 29,
2016

Completed for 5 of
the 8 common
operation seasons:
2008, 2010, 2012,
2014, 2015.

Complete

Complete

Complete
Completed
Analysis
showing no bias
from split-beam
fish counts (PSC
Tech Report #16,
for 2004 data
comparison; SEF
project)

Completed
Analysis
showing no bias
from split-beam
fish counts (PSC
Tech Report #16,
for 2005 data
comparison; SEF
project)

Complete
Completed with
36hrs of data (No
data was collected
for this testing
purpose after
2004).

Completed with
direct counting
comparisons from
18 hrs of fish
count data from
2005 season and
30 days flux
comparison from
July 2014 (No data
was collected for
direct counting
comparison
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Terms of
Reference

Work Item

8.

1 & 2b

1 & 2b

1

1

Bias in the offshore fish flux estimates by the mobile
system as fish start shifting offshore due to fishing or tidal
influences.
a. Comparing the fish behaviour (speed &
downstream ratio) between the left-bank splitbeam and the vessel based DIDSON.(Years
available: 2014, 2015)
9. Bias in target recognition by the mobile system.
a. Qualitative comparison between mobile splitbeam flux and the vessel based DIDSON flux.
(Years available: 2014, 2015)
10. Inventory of when discrepancies between Mission &
Qualark occurred.
a. Based on relative difference to present the
statistical description of the difference by
providing various probability intervals for the
outliers. Reader can look at table to examine DBE
events of their choice according to the statistical
description table.

Targeted
Completion
Date

11. Species Composition work

February 29,
2016

February 29,
2016

February 29,
2016

Status
(Feb. 7, 2017)
purpose after 2005
season.)
Completed with
10 days of 2015
data & 6 days of
2014 data.

Cannot be done
with existing data

Completed with
detailed analyses
for 2010 and 2014
DBE data.

Longer term

No set start and
end time.

Longer term

No set start and
end time

Qualark work items
12. Species Composition work
1 & 2b

1 & 2b

1

13. Report out to Fraser Panel of results of September 2015
evaluations with ARIS looking beyond 30m
14. Report out to Fraser Panel on results of September 2015
evaluations comparing DIDSON at 35 roll and with ARIS
(with no roll and 1 aim) Note: PSC staff has suggested
that a subset of recorded files be counted to quantify
impacts of size threshold cutoff (30cm in DIDSON),
recognizing that impact is likely small and PSC staff have
been able to replicated 2010 DIDSON counts using
threshold. Feb 8 proposed deadline would not be expected
to include this comparison.
Analysis steps (mainly by DFO staff )
15. Exploratory analyses by DFO staff
a. PSC staff to provide Mission data
i. Daily fish passage estimates produced
with and without key pieces of
equipment (i.e. without boat, without
right bank, etc…)
ii. Daily spp composition estimates used to
with i. to get daily estimates of sockeye
passage (with description of method(s)
used and estimates of variability)
iii. Daily stock ID estimates used with ii. For
in season run size estimation (with

January 11, 2016

Complete

Complete
February 8, 2016

a-b May 31,
2016

15 a. b complete

c-e June 9, 2017
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Terms of
Reference

Work Item

b.

c.

d.

e.

16.
2

Targeted
Completion
Date

description of method used and estimates
of variability)
DFO staff to provide Qualark data
i. Daily fish passage estimates produced
with and without key pieces of
equipment (i.e. without beyond zone 3
without other bank, etc…)
ii. Daily spp composition estimates used to
with i. to get daily estimates of sockeye
passage (with description of method used
and estimates of variability)
iii. Note: PSC staff suggest important to note
when DIDSONS are moved down the
ramp or quantify protocol used to move
equipment as % in each Bin can vary
with position of DIDSONs.
Compare estimates of stock passage derived from
Mission and Qualark estimates
i. Quantify periods in data when
proportions of the estimate coming from
various estimation components at
Mission tend to repeat (e.g. 30% of
estimate from mobile for a period of X
days in a row).
ii. Quantify periods in the data when
proportions of the migration associated
with various proportions of the cross
river distribution are repeated (e.g. X%
beyond 50m at Mission), or (X% in Bin
3 @ Qualark).
Evaluate patterns found in c above relative to total
daily abundance (e.g. periods of high or low
abundance?),
i. timing during the year, water level, water
temperature, tidal cycle, human (e.g.
fishing) activity, etc. Are these patterns
predictable??
Compare estimates of total run size derived from
Mission and Qualark estimates of fish passage.
Are deviations between estimates from the two
sites; 1) statistically significant, and 2) associated
with periods of repeat patterns within the data at
each site significant
Panel Work Items

Develop qualitative (and where possible quantitative)
performance measures for alternative program designs and
scenarios, considering the range of fish densities
encountered, river conditions and other factors

Status
(Feb. 7, 2017)

Sampling variation
associated with the
estimates at both
sites is being
quantified and
work is nearing
completion. This
will provide
context for both
intra and inter
annual
comparisons of
estimates obtained
from both sites.
(e.g. are the
differences in
passage estimates
more or less than
expected given the
sampling variation
at each site).
Movement model
under development
to explore
mechanisms for
differences.
Predictive models
not yet developed,
but planned.

June 9, 2017

Identified inseason run size as
one of the PMs in
May 2016.
Additional
performance
measures being
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Terms of
Reference

Work Item

Targeted
Completion
Date

Status
(Feb. 7, 2017)
discuss with Fraser
Panel in Feb. 2017.

Terms of
Reference

Work item

Targeted
Completion
Date

Status
(Feb. 7, 2017)
Completed impact
analyses on inseason run size for
2010 & 2014 using
Mission vs.
Qualark estimates.

17.
2, 4

5.

Assess how well each program element meets
management objectives (e.g. timeliness, precision,
accuracy, cost-effectiveness, etc.).

18. Identify a program design option from the risk assessment
in 17 above that falls within the Mission budget. If this
option does not adequately meet the defined fishery
management objectives, explain why and identify a
program design that would do so regardless of cost.

September 2017

September, 2017

The Panel
envisions a Table
that summarized
the results of
quantitative
evaluations related
to these objectives
and where those
are not available, a
qualitative
summary will be
provided.
Work not
commenced yet,
pending on
complete outcomes
under Work Item
17
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Appendix 8: Hydroacoustics Operational Costs
Lower Fraser Operational Acoustic Program Costing (excluding capital infrastructure
investments)
The values presented here summarize the program costs for the Mission and Qualark hydroacoustics
programs on the Lower Fraser River. There are two annual program costs provided for Qualark. The
base cost consists of a shorter field season with approximately two months of hydroacoustic monitoring,
which would be used in years where there are no pink salmon or few Late run sockeye, such as 2016.
The enhanced cost represents a longer field season with approximately three months of hydroacoustics
monitoring including periods of pink salmon or Late run sockeye migrations in September. For Mission,
there are three costs provided: a base cost, covering a similar time period to the Qualark base program;
an enhanced cost, consisting of a program to assess delaying Late run sockeye; and a pink salmon cost,
including the additional costs of assessing pink salmon into September.

Since the Mission site is administered by the PSC and the Qualark site is administered by DFO there are
some differences in the cost components of each program. Mission hydroacoustics has 4 indeterminate
staff (2 technicians, a manager, and a hydroacoustics scientist) that oversee the operation of the site
and provide daily estimates of salmon passage. When the site is not operational, indeterminate staff
work on research and program development, scientific publications, administration, as well as
supporting Fraser River Panel activities. These costs for indeterminate staff at Mission are included in
the “Other” category, and as part of the total cost.

The total cost for each program also includes DNA processing costs from in-river test fisheries. For
Mission, DNA costs include analysis of samples from both Whonnock and Cottonwood test fisheries in
the lower Fraser River. In the absence of a Mission hydroacoustics program, some DNA analysis would
still be required to estimate escapement of stocks spawning below Qualark. The Qualark program costs
include DNA sampling and analysis from the Qualark test fishery.
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Appendix 9: Mission Technical Document
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Appendix 10: Qualark Technical Presentations
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Appendix 11: Assessment of Estimation Methods
for the Mission Mobile Count of Salmon
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Appendix 12: Sub-sampling with Mission Mobile as
an Alternative to Daily Operation
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Appendix 14a: Alternative Hydroacoustic Estimates
For Run Size Assessment
Evaluation of alternative hydro-acoustics estimates
for in-season run size assessment of Fraser sockeye salmon
Catherine Michielsens (PSC)
May 2016

Introduction
During the Fraser River Strategic Review, the main emphasis has been on the comparison of sockeye
abundances at Mission or Qualark. These estimates however are not used as such for management
purposes. Instead, the Fraser River Panel uses in-season run size estimates for sockeye management.
This document presents the results of the comparison of total run size estimates derived from Mission
versus Qualark data and evaluates the impact of the use of the different time series on in-season run
size estimates when used in-season in the run size assessment model. This document does not evaluate
the validity of the different hydro-acoustic programs themselves but evaluates the impact of the use of
the different programs on in-season run size estimates. In order to do this comparison, it is assumed
that Qualark abundances are correct and deviations from the Qualark based estimates represent a bias
in the estimates.

Method
In order to compare Qualark derived abundances with hydro-acoustics estimates at Mission, a backward
reconstruction has been performed to transform abundance at Qualark into abundances at Mission by
adding catches in between Qualark as Mission as well as stocks that do not migrate past Mission. The
resulting time series of reconstructed Mission abundance based on Qualark hydro-acoustic data can
then be compared against the actual Mission abundance but can also be used as an alternative hydroacoustic time series with the in-season stock assessment model. A retro-spective analysis using the
original Mission time series, the new reconstructed time series of Mission abundances based on Qualark
and a combination of both, has been performed for 2010 and 2014, the two years with the largest
percent difference between the Mission and Qualark time series.
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Data
In order to make analyses relevant for the Fraser River Strategic Review Committee, exactly the same
data were used as provided to Prof. Carl Walters, covering 2008 to 2014.

Results
-

Several stocks including Chilliwack, Pitt, Harrison, Birkenhead, Big Silver, Weaver and Cultus do not
migrate past Qualark. As a result, Qualark data can only be used to assess and verify 30 to 80% of the total
Fraser sockeye run in-season (based on 2008-2014). Late Shuswap stocks migrate past Qualark but
because of the delay in the migration, these hydro-acoustic estimates can only be used post-season to
assess the run size. Including post-season application, about 50-90% of the run can be assed and verified
at Qualark.

-

When comparing total Fraser River run sizes, the difference between the total run size estimate derived
from hydro-acoustic data collected at Mission versus the estimate derived from data collected at Qualark
is less than 10% (2008-2014), with the largest differences observed in 2010 (7%) and 2014 (8%).

-

In 2010, the discrepancies in abundance derived from Mission versus Qualark occurred early in the
season, resulting in 11-13% difference between estimates of Early Summer-run and Summer-run and only
a 5% difference for Late-run sockeye. The Mission program produced lower abundance estimates than
Qualark and this can be explained by the fact that in 2010, the Mission program was still experimental and
the mobile system was used during the early part of the season to generate abundance estimates on the
right bank. Since then, vessel based abundance estimates are known to be biased low and instead, a
DIDSON is used during the early part of the season to generate right bank abundance estimates.

-

In 2014, the discrepancy in abundances derived from Mission versus Qualark occurred late in the season,
resulting in 13% difference between estimates for Late-run sockeye and 2-4% difference between
estimates for Early Summer-run and Summer-run. Because of the delay in the migration of some of the
Late-run stocks, hydro-acoustic derived abundance estimates are not used for the in-season assessment
of their run size.

-

When using abundances derived from the hydro-acoustic program at Qualark instead of Mission for inseason run size assessment, the variability in the run size estimates increase due to the fact that 9 days of
test fisheries data are relied upon instead of 6 days when using hydro-acoustic data collected at Mission.

-

Assuming the Qualark derived abundance estimates are correct, the positive impact of using Qualark data
for in-season run size estimation increases as more fish migrate past Qualark and the impact of the test
fishery data on the run size decreases.

-

Qualark data can be used in combination with Mission data within the in-season run size assessment
model but resulting improvements in mean percent error in run size are limited (< 10% in 2010) or nonexistent (2014).

-

Regardless of which hydro-acoustic data are used in-season, the run size estimates may be substantially
biased. In 2010, the in-season run size estimates were substantially biased low due to the shape of the
run and an early drop in test fishing catches despite continued high abundances at both Mission and
Qualark. Only near the end of the season when 67% of the run of Chilko/Quesnel/Raft/North Thompson
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had migrated through the marine areas, did the use of Qualark data in combination with Mission data
improve run size estimates by 13%.

Conclusions
-

Differences between Mission and Qualark decrease substantially when comparing differences in run size
estimates rather than abundance at the Qualark and Mission sites. Based on data from 2008-2014,
differences in derived run size estimates are less than 10% for total Fraser sockeye and less than 15%
when evaluating individual assessment groups.

-

When using the hydro-acoustic data within run size estimates models, the resulting run size estimates
differ due to the difference in the reliance on test fishery data (9 days when using Qualark derived data
compared to 6 days when using Mission data) and due to the differences in abundance estimates used as
input into the model. Because of the large variability of the test fishery data, the reliance on 9 days of test
fishery data will negatively impact in-season run size estimates using Qualark data versus Mission unless
there is a large discrepancy between the two time series and assuming Qualark is correct. In addition,
there can be a substantial bias in the in-season run size estimates, regardless of the hydro-acoustics time
series used and using 2010 as an example, this bias may be much larger than any bias created through the
use of one set of data versus the other.

-

The presented methodology can be used to evaluate the performance of alternative hydro-acoustic time
series e.g. Mission hydro-acoustic estimates generated without the use of the mid-channel or right bank.

-

Additional details of the analyses and the results have been presented to the Fraser River Panel and
Technical Committee and can be found at the following location on the secure site:
https://secure.psc.org/frp/Panel/2016/2016-0504_Quadra/6a_AlternativeHydroAcousticEstimatesForRunSizeAssessment.pptx

2010
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2014

Figure 1: Results of the retro-spective analysis of the in-season assessment of Chilko,
Quesnel, Raft and North Thompson for 2010 and 2014. It is assumed that the true run size
equals the sum of the marine abundance estimates derived from Qualark hydro-acoustic
data.
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Figure 2: Overview of the results of the Retro-spective analysis for 2010 and 2014 in terms
of mean percent error on run size estimates as well as the coefficient of variation (CV) for
the three main assessment groups using hydro-acoustic data in 2010 and 2014: Early
Thompson, Late Stuart and Stellako and Chilko, Quesnel and Raft, North Thompson. The CV
gives an indication of the variation in the run size from one Panel meeting to the next.
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Appendix 14b: Alternative Hydroacoustic
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Appendix 1: 5-species Proportion Correction
Model
MEMO
From: Yunbo Xie
To: Technical Working Group for Fraser Strategic Review Committee
CC: Catherine Michielsens, Fiona Martens
Date: June 28, 2019

RE:
1. A mathematical correction model for catch per unit effort (CPUE)-based species
proportion estimates of 5 species;
2. Fitting of Qualark and Whonnock CPUE data to a 5-species model to estimate relative
catchabilities for salmon species at the 2 test fishing sites;
3. CPUE-based vs. correction model-based sockeye estimates;
4. Derivations of K-species correction model;
5. Prediction of the occurrence of maximum sockeye bias.

Background
Multiple methods have been used to estimate species composition at the Mission hydroacoustic
site (contact PSC fisheries management division for details). At Qualark hydroacoustics site,
species proportions have been derived from Qualark test-fishing catch proportions of salmon
species assuming all salmon species are equally vulnerable to the fishing net or equivalently the
net has the same catchability for all species. In October 2015, Professor Carl Walters, a
consultant to review the Mission and Qualark programs, submitted a report to the Fraser
Strategic Review Committee (FSRC) on his assessment based on the sockeye escapement data
produced by the two programs from 2008-2015. In the report, he identified a potential bias in
proportioning salmon species using test fishing catches due to unequal catchabilities among
species, especially for sockeye, pink, and Chinook salmon. He proposed a mathematical model
to derive the ‘true’ proportions by removing the effect of non-equal catchabilities from catch per
unit effort (CPUE)-based proportion estimates. To illustrate the principle of this model, Professor
Walters provided the mathematical expressions of corrected sockeye proportions for 2-species
(sockeye and pink) and 3-species (sockeye, pink, Chinook) (see eq. (E4) and (E5) in Walter’s
Report). Since that report, the equations have been reviewed and rectified for their mathematical
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singularities. The model has now extended to and incorporated into a model that accounts for all
five species of Pacific Salmon. Furthermore, a larger data set including recent years (2008 2018) has been included in the fitting tests of the model for its robustness and stability in the
estimation of key parameters. The following memo describes the 5-species correction model and
its application at the Mission and Qualark Hydroacoustics sites.

1. A mathematical correction model for CPUE-based species proportion
estimates of K species
a. K-species proportion correction model
If a test-fishing operation targets K species, the correction model for CPUE-based proportion
estimates of individual species are given by Formula (2) using the following variables:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Catchability of the bench-mark species s: 𝑞𝑠
Relative catchability (wrt 𝑞𝑠 ) of species j: 𝑅𝑗 = 𝑞𝑗 /𝑞𝑠
CPUE-based observed proportion of species j: 𝑃𝑜𝑗
True proportion of species j: 𝑃𝑗
Observed proportion of the bench-mark species s: 𝑃𝑜𝑠
True proportion of the bench-mark species s: 𝑃𝑠

𝑃𝑠 =

𝑃𝑜𝑠
𝑃
∑𝑘𝑖=1 [ 𝑜𝑖 ]
𝑅𝑖

𝑃𝑗 =

𝑃𝑜𝑗 /𝑅𝑗
, 𝑗 = 1, 2, … , 𝑘
𝑃
∑𝑘𝑖=1 [ 𝑜𝑖 ]
𝑅𝑖

(1)

(2)

Formula (2) is a general expression for any of the K species, including the bench-mark species.
Setting j to s in (2) leads (2) to (1). It is also evident from (2) that ∑𝑘𝑗=1 𝑃𝑗 = 1. Detailed
derivations of (2) are provided in section 4a.
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b. 5-species correction model
If the catch data comprises 5 species denoted as s (sockeye), p (pink), c(Chinook), cm (chum),
and co (coho), choosing sockeye as the bench-mark species, according to Formula (2) the
corrected proportions for the 5 species are:
𝑃𝑠 =

𝑃𝑝 =

𝑃𝑐 =

𝑃𝑐𝑚 =

𝑃𝑐𝑜 =

𝑃𝑜𝑠
𝑃𝑜𝑝 𝑃
𝑃
𝑃
𝑃𝑜𝑠 + 𝑅 + 𝑅𝑜𝑐 + 𝑅𝑜_𝑐𝑚 + 𝑅𝑜_𝑐𝑜
𝑝
𝑐
𝑐𝑚
𝑐𝑜
𝑃𝑜𝑝 /𝑅𝑝
𝑃𝑜𝑝 𝑃
𝑃
𝑃
𝑃𝑜𝑠 + 𝑅 + 𝑅𝑜𝑐 + 𝑅𝑜_𝑐𝑚 + 𝑅𝑜_𝑐𝑜
𝑝
𝑐
𝑐𝑚
𝑐𝑜
𝑃𝑜𝑐 /𝑅𝑐
𝑃𝑜𝑝 𝑃
𝑃
𝑃
𝑃𝑜𝑠 + 𝑅 + 𝑅𝑜𝑐 + 𝑅𝑜_𝑐𝑚 + 𝑅𝑜_𝑐𝑜
𝑝
𝑐
𝑐𝑚
𝑐𝑜

𝑃𝑜_𝑐𝑚 /𝑅𝑐𝑚
𝑃𝑜𝑝 𝑃
𝑃
𝑃
𝑃𝑜𝑠 + 𝑅 + 𝑅𝑜𝑐 + 𝑅𝑜_𝑐𝑚 + 𝑅𝑜_𝑐𝑜
𝑝
𝑐
𝑐𝑚
𝑐𝑜

𝑃𝑜_𝑐𝑜 /𝑅𝑐𝑜
𝑃𝑜𝑝 𝑃
𝑃
𝑃
𝑃𝑜𝑠 + 𝑅 + 𝑅𝑜𝑐 + 𝑅𝑜_𝑐𝑚 + 𝑅𝑜_𝑐𝑜
𝑝
𝑐
𝑐𝑚
𝑐𝑜

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Formula (2) can readily accommodate catch data that comprises more than 5 species such as 5
salmon species plus steelhead. In fact, one can simply add one more term to the denominator of
the above formulae (𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑙ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑 /𝑅𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑙ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑 ) to accommodate the 6 species CPUE data.
c. The nonlinear CPUE models for K species
Following the gillnet catchability models (Eq. (5) of Link and Petermans 1998 for mono-species,
and Eq. (E1) of Walters 2015 for multi-species), we have the following CPUE expressions
denoted as Y’s, for K species:
𝑌𝑗 =

𝑞𝑗 𝑁𝑗
1 + ∑𝑘𝑖=1 ℎ𝑖 𝑞𝑖 𝑁𝑖

, 𝑗 = 1, 2, … , 𝑘 (8)
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where 𝑞𝑗 is the catchability for species j, and 𝑁𝑗 is the abundance. The term ℎ𝑗 represents the net
saturation factor, which is the inverse of the maximum CPUE of species j when 𝑁𝑗 approaches a
very large number beyond the capacity of the net for species j. This can be seen by letting 𝑁𝑗
become so large that ℎ𝑗 𝑞𝑗 𝑁𝑗 in the denominator of (3) is much greater than any other terms in the
denominator such that
𝑞𝑗 𝑁𝑗
𝑞𝑗 𝑁𝑗
1
𝑌𝑗 |𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
≈
=
(9)
1 + ∑𝑘𝑖=1 ℎ𝑖 𝑞𝑖 𝑁𝑖 |ℎ𝑗 𝑞𝑗𝑁𝑗=>𝑚𝑢𝑐ℎ 𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑛 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑠 ℎ𝑗 𝑞𝑗 𝑁𝑗 ℎ𝑗
Using relative catchability of species j to the bench-mark species s: 𝑅𝑗 = 𝑞𝑗 /𝑞𝑠 , and true
proportion of species j: 𝑃𝑗 = 𝑁𝑗 /𝑁 with N being the total abundance of all K species, Eqn. (8)
can be rewritten as:
𝑌𝑗 =

𝑞𝑠 𝑅𝑗 𝑃𝑗 𝑁
1 + 𝑞𝑠 𝑁 ∑𝑘𝑖=1 ℎ𝑖 𝑅𝑖 𝑃𝑖

, 𝑗 = 1, 2, … , 𝑘 (10)

d. The nonlinear CPUE models for the 5 salmon species
For the 5 Fraser salmon species of sockeye, pink, Chinook, chum, and coho, the corresponding
CPUE models are (derived from eq. 10):
𝑌𝑠 =

𝑞𝑠 𝑃𝑠 𝑁
1 + 𝑞𝑠 𝑁(ℎ𝑠 𝑃𝑠 + ℎ𝑝 𝑅𝑝 𝑃𝑝 + ℎ𝑐 𝑅𝑐 𝑃𝑐 + ℎ𝑐𝑚 𝑅𝑐𝑚 𝑃𝑐𝑚 + ℎ𝑐𝑜 𝑅𝑐𝑜 𝑃𝑐𝑜 )

(11)

𝑌𝑝 =

𝑞𝑠 𝑅𝑝 𝑃𝑝 𝑁
1 + 𝑞𝑠 𝑁(ℎ𝑠 𝑃𝑠 + ℎ𝑝 𝑅𝑝 𝑃𝑝 + ℎ𝑐 𝑅𝑐 𝑃𝑐 + ℎ𝑐𝑚 𝑅𝑐𝑚 𝑃𝑐𝑚 + ℎ𝑐𝑜 𝑅𝑐𝑜 𝑃𝑐𝑜 )

(12)

𝑌𝑐 =

𝑞𝑠 𝑅𝑐 𝑃𝑐 𝑁
1 + 𝑞𝑠 𝑁(ℎ𝑠 𝑃𝑠 + ℎ𝑝 𝑅𝑝 𝑃𝑝 + ℎ𝑐 𝑅𝑐 𝑃𝑐 + ℎ𝑐𝑚 𝑅𝑐𝑚 𝑃𝑐𝑚 + ℎ𝑐𝑜 𝑅𝑐𝑜 𝑃𝑐𝑜 )

(13)

𝑌𝑐𝑚 =

𝑞𝑠 𝑅𝑐𝑚 𝑃𝑐𝑚 𝑁
1 + 𝑞𝑠 𝑁(ℎ𝑠 𝑃𝑠 + ℎ𝑝 𝑅𝑝 𝑃𝑝 + ℎ𝑐 𝑅𝑐 𝑃𝑐 + ℎ𝑐𝑚 𝑅𝑐𝑚 𝑃𝑐𝑚 + ℎ𝑐𝑜 𝑅𝑐𝑜 𝑃𝑐𝑜 )

(14)
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𝑌𝑐𝑚 =

𝑞𝑠 𝑅𝑐𝑜 𝑃𝑐𝑜 𝑁
1 + 𝑞𝑠 𝑁(ℎ𝑠 𝑃𝑠 + ℎ𝑝 𝑅𝑝 𝑃𝑝 + ℎ𝑐 𝑅𝑐 𝑃𝑐 + ℎ𝑐𝑚 𝑅𝑐𝑚 𝑃𝑐𝑚 + ℎ𝑐𝑜 𝑅𝑐𝑜 𝑃𝑐𝑜 )

(15)

where true proportions of the 5 species 𝑃𝑠 , 𝑃𝑝 , 𝑃𝑐 , 𝑃𝑐𝑚 , and 𝑃𝑐𝑜 are given by Eqns. (3)-(7).

2. Fitting of Qualark and Whonnock CPUE data to a 5-species model
a. Data-based estimates of model parameters of the 5-species CPUE models
In the right-hand sides (RHS’s) of the CPUE models of (11)-(15), together with (3)-(7), there are
a total of 10 parameters which define the models. These parameters are
•
•
•

Catchability of sockeye: 𝑞𝑠 ;
Relative catchability (wrt 𝑞𝑠 ) of pink, Chinook, chum and coho salmon: 𝑅𝑝 , 𝑅𝑐 , 𝑅𝑐𝑚 ,
𝑅𝑐𝑜 ;
Saturation factors for the 5 species: ℎ𝑠 , ℎ𝑝 , ℎ𝑐 , ℎ𝑐𝑚 , ℎ𝑐𝑜 .

If catch (or CPUE) data for the 5 species are available, then the catch data can be substituted to
the left-hand sides (LHS’s) of (11)-(15) to match the RHS’s of the formulas under a set of
particular values of the 10 parameters so that the models best represent the data. In the following
we present a mathematical approach to search for global solutions to these particular values by
minimizing the error function of E defined as follows:
𝐸 = (𝑌𝑠 − 𝑌̂𝑠 )2 + (𝑌𝑝 − 𝑌̂𝑝 )2 + (𝑌𝑐 − 𝑌̂𝑐 )2 + (𝑌𝑐𝑚 − 𝑌̂𝑐𝑚 )2 + (𝑌𝑐𝑜 − 𝑌̂𝑐𝑜 )2

(16)

where variables with ^ are the CPUE data for the corresponding species while variables without
^ are given by the RHSs of (11)-(15). E is a function of the 10 parameters. Our goal is to search
for a set of values for the parameters in this error function so that E is minimized globally. Our
approach is to find a best fit of the 5-species CPUE data to the model using Newtonian nonlinear
minimization (nlm) algorithms provided under the R statistical package. We employed a suite of
nlm algorithms to search for the global minimum of (16), which led to a suite of numerical
outputs as solution candidates for minimizing E. Only the candidates producing the minimum
value of E with a close-to-zero gradient are chosen as the solutions. A summary description of
these nlm algorithms can be found under R’s help documentation (The R Foundation for
Statistical Computation. 2016. R version 3.3.1. http://www.r-project.org/).).
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b. Parameter Estimates for Qualark site based on Qualark catch data from 2008-2018
A total of 769 days of daily catch data at the Qualark site from 2008-2018 seasons (excluding
2010 data; see Walters 2015 for comments on the 2010 data) were used for parameter estimates
from Eq. (16) using nonlinear minimization algorithms described previously. The best solutions
were obtained by the unconstrained (or box constrained) minimization algorithm of nlminb. The
estimates of the 10 parameters are listed in Table 1. The model fit results are shown in Figure 1.
Note: the Qualark data used in this analysis and in Walters (2015) were daily salmon catches.
Table 1. Estimated model parameters for Qualark site based on daily Qualark test-fish catch data from 2008-2018
seasons (excl. data from 2010 season). Values in row 3 are the inverses of values in row 2 (saturation factor).

species
catchability
saturation factor
max CPUE

sockeye
qs=0.0024
hs=0.0067
149

pink
Rp=0.531
hp=0.0045
220

Chinook
Rc=1.447
hc=0.0286
35

chum
coho
Rcm=1.290 Rco=1.175
hcm=0.1153 hco=0.0818
9
12

The estimated catchabilities by fitting the data to the model appear to be reasonable and stable
for sockeye, pink and Chinook. However, estimated catchabilities for chum and coho are very
sensitive to the imported segment of the data, making estimated Rcm and Rco unreliable. We do
not recommend treating the values for chum and coho in Table 1 as reliable estimates due to the
following observations of data features:
(1) The occurrences of chum and coho are extremely impulsive, meaning no catches for these
species until to the very end of a monitoring season (see the two bottom panels in Fig. 1);
(2) When they do occur in the catch, their numbers (on a season basis) are extremely small
compared to catches of other primary species (on a seasonal basis). For instance, over the 10
years (2008-2018), there were a total of 227 coho and only 7 chums caught at Qualark while
for sockeye, pink and chinook, the total is: 24,000, 7,700, and 4,200, respectively.
From time series point of view, such impulsive data series with many zeros should have
minimum impact on the error function E (eq.16) on parameters estimates for sockeye, pink and
chinook, but it can also make E insensitive to variations of parameters relating to coho and chum,
meaning parameters associated with chum and coho can have a very large range of variations
yet, these variations do not significantly affect stabilities of parameters for sockeye, pink and
Chinook. The information from the data for chum and coho is likely too little to obtain reliable
parameter estimates for these two species as the data is heavily weighted by catches of sockeye,
pink and Chinook.
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Figure 1. Time series of fittings of 5-species catch data (black) to the 5-species CPUE models (red) of Eqns. (11) (15). Data: daily salmon catch at Qualark site from 2008-2018 seasons (excl. 2010).
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c. Parameter Estimates for Mission site based on Whonnock CPUE data from 2008-2018
A total of 839 days of daily CPUE data from 2008-2018 seasons acquired from Whonnock testfish program were used for the estimates of the 10 parameters. The best solutions were obtained
by the unconstrained (or box constrained) minimization algorithm of nlminb. The estimates of
the 10 parameters are listed in Table 2. The model fit results are shown in Figure 2.
Table 2. Estimated model parameters based on daily CPUE data from 2008-2018 seasons from Whonnock, BC testfish program. Values in row 3 are the inverses of values in row 2 (saturation factor).

species
catchability
saturation factor
max CPUE

sockeye
qs=0.00018
hs=0.07369
13.57

pink
chinook
Rp=0.583
Rc=1.271
hp=0.01856 hc=0.2463
53.89
4.06

chum
Rcm=3.474
hcm=0.078
12.83

coho
Rco=5.518
hco=0.0549
18.22

The estimated catchabilities by fitting the data to the model appear to be reasonable and stable
for sockeye, pink and Chinook. However, estimated catchabilities for chum and coho are very
sensitive to the imported segment of the data, making estimated Rcm and Rco unreliable. We do
not recommend treating the values for chum and coho in Table 2 as reliable estimates due to the
following observations of data features:
(1) Chum and coho CPUE time series are also impulsive (see the two bottom panels in Fig. 2)
though the spikes (the pulsing durations) are slightly wider compared to Qualark’s chum and
coho data;
(2) Over the 11 years (2008-2018), there were a total of 1,126 coho and 3,228 chums caught at
Whonnock while for sockeye, pink and chinook, the total is: 38,000, 15,400, and 7,700,
respectively.
For the same reasons as observed in Qualark’s catch data, the information from Whonnock’s
catch data for chum and coho is likely too little to obtain reliable parameter estimates for these
two species as the data is heavily weighted by catches of sockeye, pink and Chinook.
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Figure 2. Time series of data fit of 5-species CPUE data (black) to the 5-species CPUE model (red) of Eqns. (11)(15). Data: daily salmon CPUE data at Whonnock, BC from 2008-2018 seasons.
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3. CPUE-based vs. correction model-based sockeye estimates
a. Estimate of Chinook salmon at Mission by the correction model based on Whonnock
parameters
Using the parameters estimated from Whonnock CPUE data from 2008-2018 (Table 2), with
equation (13), we can numerically calculate the Chinook abundance for the monitoring periods
of these years between the two methods. For comparison purpose, we list in Table 3 both
uncorrected (assume equal catchabilities across all species) and corrected (corrected for unequal
catchability w.r.t. sockeye) Chinook abundances.
Table 3. Comparisons between CPUE-based and 5-species correction-model-based Chinook escapement estimates
at Mission from 2008-2018 seasons.
Chinook Escapement at Mission

Years

Monitoring Period

2008

Jul 10 - Aug 23

CPUE Method
298,530

2009

Jun 25 - Sep 24

900,812

612,268

2010

Jul 07 - Oct 03

769,421

808,360

2011

Jul 11 - Sep 27

1,309,969

890,319

2012

Jul 06 - Aug 26

237,192

199,669

2013

Jun 26 - Sep 26

1,189,303

806,668

2014

Jun 28 - Oct 01

783,018

664,234

2015

Jul 11 - Sep 20

1,579,315

1,025,336

2016

Jul 08 - Aug 29

188,163

167,767

2017

Jul 07 - Sep 25

602,191

409,158

2018

Jul 05 - Oct 09

329,603

285,194

5-species Correction Model
253,273

Grand Total
839 days of estimates
8,187,518
6,122,246
Footnotes to Table 3: Not listed are the PSC adopted Chinook estimates which were based on a suite of estimators, including
historic daily means and 95% percentiles (contact PSC fisheries management division for details). The total Chinook adopted by
PSC for in-season management for the same period is 3.6M.

The CPUE method generated 2M more Chinook than the 5-species correction model, potentially
deflating the sockeye estimate had it been used to estimate Chinook escapement at Mission.

b. Potential bias effect of CPUE based Chinook estimate on Mission sockeye estimate in
non-pink return years
The impact of inflated Chinook estimates (based on the CPUE method) on sockeye estimates is
best demonstrated by escapement data from non-pink return years (even years) as the estimate is
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not subject to pink salmon bias leaving Chinook as the sole source of species estimate bias (the
interferences from chum and coho salmon can be ignored for most part of the monitoring
periods). From 2008-2018, we identified 6 even years when the largest bias in species proportion
estimates was likely due to the test fishing CPUE-based Chinook proportion. Table 4
summarizes the numerical differences between CPUE based and 5-species correction model
based sockeye estimates for the 6 non-pink years.

Table 4. Numerical differences between CPUE-based and 5-species correction model-based sockeye escapement
estimates at Mission in non-pink return years between 2008 and 2018.

Years

Monitoring Period

Sockeye Escapement at Mission
CPUE Method

5-species Correction Model

Mission Sockeye
Difference
(CPUE_Est –
Correction Model_Est)

2008

Jul 10 - Aug 23

1,347,398

1,392,655

-45,257

2010

Jul 07 - Oct03

11,004,640

11,490,389

-485,750

2012

Jul 06 - Aug 26

1,625,007

1,662,530

-37,523

2014

Jun 28 - Oct 01

9,072,636

9,636,633

-563,997

2016

Jul 08 - Aug 29

628,334

659,588

-31,254

2018

Jul 05 - Oct 09

5,165,765

5,503,970

-338,206

Grand Total
423 days of estimates
28,843,779
30,345,765
-1,501,986
Footnotes to Table 4: Not listed are the PSC adopted sockeye estimates which were derived from a suite of estimators for the
removal of Chinook, including historic daily means and 95% percentiles (contact PSC fisheries management division for details).
The total sockeye adopted by PSC for in-season management for the same period is 32M.

Differences in Table 4 show that if the CPUE method had been used to estimate escapement at
Mission in those years, the inflated Chinook proportion would have resulted in an overall
underestimation of sockeye abundance by 5%. The differences are directional across all non-pink
return years, and the magnitude of differences in dominant return years (2010, 2014, 2018) is in
the order of 0.5M.

c. Estimate of pink salmon at Qualark by the correction model based on Qualark
parameters
Using the parameters estimated from Qualark catch data from 2008-2018 (Table 1), with
Equation (12), we can calculate the pink salmon abundance. For comparison purposes, we list in
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Table 5 both uncorrected (assume equal catchabilities across all species) and corrected (corrected
for unequal catchability) pink salmon abundances.
Table 5. Comparisons between CPUE-based and 5-species correction model-based pink salmon estimates at
Qualark from 2008-2018 seasons.
Years

Pink Escapement at Qualark

Monitoring Period

CPUE Method

5-species Correction Model

2009

Jul 18 - Oct 02

5,999,956

6,390,065

2011

Jul 22 - Oct 03

2,702,514

3,535,801

2013

Jun 30 - Sep 28

4,047,222

4,856,347

2015

Jun 28 -Sep 23

894,340

1,254,704

2017

Jul 02 - Sep 24

1,095,716

1,362,147

Grand Total

415 days of estimates

14,739,748

17,399,064

The overall difference between the two methods is 2.67M, with the CPUE method producing an
estimate of pink salmon escapement 18% lower than the 5-species correction model.

d. Potential bias effect of CPUE-based pink salmon estimate on Qualark sockeye estimate
in pink salmon return years
The impact of potentially deflated pink salmon estimates (based on the CPUE method) on
sockeye estimates in pink return years is summarized in Table 6.
Table 6. Differences between CPUE based and 5-species correction model-based sockeye escapement estimates at
Qualark in pink return years between 2008 and 2018.

Years

Monitoring
Period

Sockeye Escapement at Qualark

Qualark Sockeye
Differences

CPUE Method

5-species Correction Model

(CPUE Est - Model Est)

2009

Jul 18 - Oct 02

1,187,367

996,905

190,462

2011

Jul 22 - Oct 03

2,883,881

2,516,396

367,484

2013

Jun 30 - Sep 28

3,976,922

3,410,972

565,950

2015

Jun 28 -Sep 23

1,820,595

1,682,983

137,612

2017

Jul 02 - Sep 24
415 days of
estimates

1,321,510

1,183,621

137,890

11,190,276

9,790,878

1,399,398

Grand Total
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Differences in Table 6 show that the deflated pink salmon proportion, combined with inflated
Chinook salmon proportion estimated by the CPUE method resulted in an estimate of sockeye
abundance 12.5% higher or 1.4M more than that produced by the 5-species correction model for
the five pink salmon return seasons. It should be noted that in Walters (2015), a 2-species
correction model (sockeye vs. pink) was used to generate a corrected estimate of sockeye
abundance for 2009, 2011, 2013 and 2015 seasons. Because of the limitation of the 2-species
model, the model is incapable of including correction for Chinook bias when correcting sockeye
estimates resulting in a ‘2-species model corrected sockeye estimate’ that contains estimation
error from Chinook. Therefore, the 5-species correction is more appropriate for the correction
than the 2-species model. Using the same data as in Walters (2015), for a total CPUE methodbased Qualark sockeye of 9.9M, Walters (2015) produces a total of 8M sockeye using a 2species correction model (see Table E1 in Walters 2015) while the 5-species model produces a
total of 8.6M sockeye. The reason for a reduced correction by the 5-species model (in
comparison to the 2-species model) is that the 5-species model is able to take into account catch
bias from all other species for the correction of sockeye estimates. In this example, the effect of
the CPUE method from pink salmon is inflating the sockeye estimate while the effect from
Chinook salmon is deflating the sockeye estimate. The 2 counter-effects both contribute to the
correction for sockeye estimates resulting in a smaller correction for CPUE-based sockeye than
using the 2-species model which only considered the bias effect from pink salmon but not from
Chinook salmon.

4. Derivations of K-species correction model
The goal of the subsequent derivations is to express 𝑃𝑗 , the true proportion of species j, in terms
of observed proportions and relative catchabilities. Noticing the denominators in (8) are identical
for all K species, the CPUE-based observed proportion of species j can be expressed as:
𝑃𝑜𝑗 =

𝑌𝑗
𝑅𝑗 𝑃𝑗
= 𝑘
𝑌1 + 𝑌2 + ⋯ + 𝑌𝑘 ∑𝑖=1 𝑅𝑖 𝑃𝑖

(17)

Note: Formula (17) is valid regardless if saturation factor h’s in (8) are species-specific or
uniform across all species.
There is more than one way to use (17) to search for the solution of 𝑃𝑗 as a function of observed
proportions and relative catchabilities across all species. Presented in the following is a simple
and straightforward way to do so.
For the bench-mark species s, its observed proportion is, according to (17),
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𝑃𝑜𝑠 =

𝑃𝑠
𝑘
∑𝑖=1 𝑅𝑖 𝑃𝑖

(18)

From (17) and (18), we have

𝑃𝑗 =

𝑃𝑜𝑗
𝑃
𝑅𝑗 𝑃𝑜𝑠 𝑠

(19)

Eqn. (19) means that if we can find the relationship between the true proportion of the benchmark species 𝑃𝑠 and observed proportions and relative catchabilities, then we can find such
relationships for any of the K species. So, our goal is to find the relationship between 𝑃𝑠 and
observed proportions and relative catchabilities across all species.
Another relationship to be used for the derivation is that the sum of proportions of all K species
must be constrained to 100% regardless of these proportions being true or observed, i.e.,
∑𝑘𝑖=1 𝑃𝑖 = 1

(20)

∑𝑘𝑖=1 𝑃𝑜𝑖 = 1

(21)

and

First, we take a variant form of (18) as follows by explicitly expressing 𝑃𝑠 :
𝑃𝑜𝑠 =

𝑃𝑠
𝑘−1
𝑃𝑠 + ∑𝑖≠𝑠 𝑅𝑖 𝑃𝑖

+ 𝑅𝑘 𝑃𝑘

(22)

where the notation of summation index 𝑖 ≠ 𝑠 means that the summation is for all k-1 species
except the bench-mark species s. Variables associated with species k are explicitly noted in the
denominator of (22) for implementing the constraint condition of (20) in the derivation with a
variant form of 𝑃𝑘 = 1 − ∑𝑘−1
𝑖=1 𝑃𝑖 . So, (22) becomes:
𝑃𝑜𝑠 =

𝑃𝑠 +

∑𝑘−1
𝑖≠𝑠 𝑅𝑖 𝑃𝑖

𝑃𝑠
+ 𝑅𝑘 (1 − ∑𝑘−1
𝑖=1 𝑃𝑖 )

(23)
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From (19), we have two variant forms of the relationship: 𝑅𝑖 𝑃𝑖 = 𝑃𝑜𝑖 𝑃𝑠 /𝑃𝑜𝑠 and 𝑃𝑖 =
𝑃𝑜𝑖 𝑃𝑠 /(𝑃𝑜𝑠 𝑅𝑖 ). Substituting these two relationships to the corresponding two factors in the
denominator of (23), we have:
𝑃𝑜𝑠 =

𝑃𝑠

(24)

𝑃
𝑃𝑠 𝑘−1 𝑃𝑜𝑖
𝑃𝑠 + 𝑃𝑠 ∑𝑘−1
𝑖≠𝑠 𝑃𝑜𝑖 + 𝑅𝑘 (1 − 𝑃 ∑𝑖=1 𝑅 )
𝑜𝑠

𝑜𝑠

𝑖

Using an intermediate variable defined as 𝑥 = 𝑃𝑠 /𝑃𝑜𝑠 , (24) can be rewritten as
𝑥

1=

(25)

𝑘−1 𝑃𝑜𝑖
𝑥𝑃𝑜𝑠 + 𝑥 ∑𝑘−1
𝑖≠𝑠 𝑃𝑜𝑖 + 𝑅𝑘 (1 − 𝑥 ∑𝑖=1 𝑅 )
𝑖

Or equivalently,
1=

𝑥

(26)

𝑘−1 𝑃𝑜𝑖
𝑥 [𝑃𝑜𝑠 + ∑𝑘−1
𝑖≠𝑠 𝑃𝑜𝑖 − 𝑅𝑘 ∑𝑖=1 𝑅 ] + 𝑅𝑘
𝑖

From (26), we solve for x, which yields:
𝑥=

𝑅𝑘

(27)

𝑘−1 𝑃𝑜𝑖
1 − 𝑃𝑜𝑠 − ∑𝑘−1
𝑖≠𝑠 𝑃𝑜𝑖 + 𝑅𝑘 ∑𝑖=1 𝑅
𝑖

Noticing that the 1st 3 terms in the denominator of (27) is, by the constraint condition of (21),
𝑃𝑜𝑘 = 1 − 𝑃𝑜𝑠 − ∑𝑘−1
𝑖≠𝑠 𝑃𝑜𝑖 , we have:

𝑥=

𝑃𝑠
𝑅𝑘
=
𝑃𝑜𝑠 𝑃 + 𝑅 ∑𝑘−1 𝑃𝑜𝑖
𝑜𝑘
𝑘 𝑖=1 𝑅

(28)

𝑖

Or equivalently,
𝑃𝑠 =

𝑃𝑜𝑠
𝑃𝑜𝑘
𝑃
∑𝑘−1 𝑜𝑖
𝑅𝑘 + 𝑖=1 𝑅𝑖

=

𝑃𝑜𝑠
𝑃
∑𝑘𝑖=1 [ 𝑜𝑖 ]
𝑅𝑖

(29)
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Therefore, the true proportion of the bench-mark species 𝑃𝑠 is expressed in terms of the observed
proportions and relative catchabilities across K species as shown by (29). Substituting (29) to
(19), we obtain such relationships for any of the K species as follows:
𝑃𝑗 =

𝑃𝑜𝑗 /𝑅𝑗
, 𝑗 = 1, 2, … , 𝑘
𝑃
∑𝑘𝑖=1 [ 𝑜𝑖 ]
𝑅𝑖

(30)

Eqn. (30), same as (2), is a general mathematical expression for the correction of CPUE-based
species proportion estimates for K species. The right-hand-side of (30) indicates that if relative
catchabilities of all concerned species are known, then the CPUE-based proportions can be
corrected for non-equal catchability effect.

5. Maximum correction by the model
The amount of correction for the sockeye proportion varies nonlinearly with observed
proportions of non-sockeye species. The nonlinearity feature can be readily illustrated by a 2species comigration case (for 5 species, the mathematics are more tedious, therefore, not
presented in this document). If, for example, sockeye are comigrating with one other species
(such as Chinook salmon or pink salmon), and let us denote the relative catchability of the other
species as R, the corrected sockeye proportion, according to (30), takes the form of

𝑃𝑠 =

𝑃𝑜𝑠
𝑅𝑃𝑜𝑠
=
𝑃𝑜𝑠 + (1 − 𝑃𝑜𝑠 )/𝑅 1 − 𝑃𝑜𝑠 (1 − 𝑅)

(31)

With Eq. (31), we can define a function Δ to quantify the bias as follows:
𝛥 = 𝑃𝑠 − 𝑃𝑜𝑠 =

𝑅𝑃𝑜𝑠
− 𝑃𝑜𝑠
1 − 𝑃𝑜𝑠 (1 − 𝑅)

(32)

It is obvious from (32) that Δ = 0 at 𝑃𝑜𝑠 = 0 or 1. That is, if the catch contains no sockeye or
only sockeye, there will be no correction. The maximum correction, or the maximum bias,
occurs when the derivative of Δ with respect to 𝑃𝑜𝑠 is zero, i.e.,
𝑑𝛥
𝑅
=
−1 =0
𝑑𝑃𝑜𝑠 [1 − 𝑃𝑜𝑠 (1 − 𝑅)]2

(33)

Solving (33) leads to roots of 𝑃𝑜𝑠 at which maximum correction occurs by the system. It can be
shown that two roots exist for (33). These are:
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𝑃𝑜𝑠 =

1 ± √𝑅

(34)

(1 + √𝑅)(1 − √𝑅)

Since 𝑃𝑜𝑠 is constrained within 0 to 1, the biologically meaningful root is
𝑃𝑜𝑠 =

1

(35)

1 + √𝑅

According to (35), the maximum correction for the observed sockeye proportion occurs at
𝑃𝑜𝑠 = 1/(1 + √𝑅) which is solely determined by the relative catchability R of the other
comigrating species. Substituting (35) into (32) leads to the maximum amount correction of
𝛥=

√𝑅 − 1
√𝑅 + 1

(36)

It is evident from (36) that if 𝑅 < 1 (such as for pink salmon), 𝛥 < 0, the model will correct
the CPUE-based sockeye estimate by downgrading it; if 𝑅 > 1 (such as for Chinook), 𝛥 > 0,
the model will upgrade the CPUE-based sockeye estimate. In Figure 3, we display the amount of
correction as a function of the CPUE-based sockeye proportion as defined by (32) for 3
contrasting R values.
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Figure 3. Relationship between corrected and uncorrected sockeye proportions at 3 relative catchabilities.
The dashed arrows to the horizontal axis point at uncorrected (observed) sockeye proportions at which
maximum bias occurs (or maximum correction occurs); arrows to the vertical axis point at the
corresponding values for the corrected proportions.

The three R values correspond to three migration scenarios: R = 1 for equal catchability among
the two species; R = 0.5 for a comigrating species similar to pink salmon; R = 1.5 for a
comigrating species similar to Chinook salmon. Substituting R = 0.5 and 1.5 into (35) leads to
𝑃𝑜𝑠 = 0.5858 and 0.4495, respectively. According to (36) the maximum amount of correction is
−0.172 (downgrade by 17.2%) and 0.101 (upgrade by 10.1%), respectively. The above
assessment can also be extended to the 5-species model.
In conclusion, we have the following key features of the correction model:
(1) No correction if the catch contains zero or 100% sockeye;
(2) If R < 1, the comigrating species is less vulnerable than sockeye to the fishing gear.
The model will downgrade the CPUE sockeye proportion (see plot in Fig 3 for R =
0.5 corresponding to pink salmon catchability);
(3) If R > 1, the comigrating species is more vulnerable than sockeye to the fishing gear.
The model will upgrade the CPUE sockeye proportion (see plot in Fig 3 for R = 1.5
corresponding to Chinook salmon catchability);
(4) The amount of correction is asymmetric to the zero-correction line (the 1:1 line) with
peak correction occurring at observed sockeye proportions greater than 50% for R<1
comigrating species (pink salmon) and less than 50% for R > 1 comigrating species
(Chinook salmon).
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(5) Eq. (35) can be used to predict at which level of observed sockeye proportion the
maximum bias will likely occur for sockeye estimates when the sockeye are
comigrating with another dominant species with a known R. If R=0.5 (typical for pink
salmon at both Whonnock and Qualark), the maximum sockeye bias will likely occur
at the CPUE-based sockeye proportion of 𝑃𝑜𝑠 = 1/(1 + √𝑅) = 58.6% with sockeye
being overestimated by 17.2%. If R = 1.5 (simulating Chinook salmon at both sites),
𝑃𝑜𝑠 = 1/(1 + √𝑅) = 45% with sockeye being underestimated by 10.1%.
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Appendix 2: Summary of Mission Experiments
(2016-2018)

Summary of Presentations
Regarding Experiments at Mission 2016-2018
As Presented to the Fraser River Panel by C. Lagasse
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Introduction

Several experiments have been undertaken at the Mission Hydroacoustics site in recent years, in
part to address concerns raised through the FSRC process regarding the Mission Hydroacoustics
estimates of salmon passage. Some of these concerns were raised due to Passage Estimate Differences
(PEDs) between the Mission and Qualark Hydroacoustic programs. Figure 1 shows comparisons of the
Mission-based projection of sockeye escapement at Qualark (“Mission Projections”) with the sockeye
passage estimates produced at the Qualark hydroacoustics facility (“Qualark estimate”) from the 2008
to 2018 seasons. A 2 to 3-day migration time was used in the Mission projections, and en-route catches
and estimated escapements into terminal areas below Qualark were removed from Mission passage
estimates to produce the Mission projections. Periods of migration dominated by pink salmon in odd
numbered years were not included in the summary due to differences in methodology for estimating
species proportions at the two sites. Comparisons for the years from 2008 to 2015, including potential
causes for discrepancies, were previously summarized in the Hydroacoustics Review Technical Summary
(Part 1, Appendix 9 , Work Item 5). Over the 11 years included in the analysis, the largest Passage
Estimate Differences (PEDs) between Mission projections and Qualark estimates occurred in 2010 and
2014 (Table 1).

Figure 1. A comparison of daily Mission projections and daily Qualark estimates of sockeye passage past the Qualark
hydroacoustics site for the years 2008 - 2018.
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Table 1. A comparison of Mission projections vs Qualark estimates of sockeye passage at the Qualark hydroacoustics site for
the years 2008 to 2018.

Alternative measurement of offshore fish behavior with a DIDSON
The objective of this experiment (Part 1, Appendix 9,Work Item 8) was to assess the error
introduced to offshore passage estimates by applying shore-based measurements of fish speeds and
travel direction to offshore migrating fish. To estimate offshore passage, fish behavior statistics
collected from the left-bank split-beam are applied to the fish-density split-beam data collected on the
transecting vessel. This method could introduce error to the offshore passage estimates if salmon
behave differently in the offshore area than in the nearshore area.
To measure salmon behavior in the offshore area, a Dual Frequency Identification Sonar
(DIDSON) system was deployed from the transecting vessel during its regularly scheduled stationary
data collection periods. The transecting vessel anchored 40m-50m offshore for an hour at a time, every
four hours, alternating between the left and right banks of the river.
Data collected over eleven days from late July to early September 2018 were analyzed for the
experiment. Seven of the analyzed days had fishing activity and four did not. The offshore DIDSON files
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were manually counted to calculate the downstream ratio (i.e. the proportion of fish travelling
downstream as opposed to upstream). Downstream ratio is calculated as:
𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =

𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡

Fish speeds were also measured from 20 fish per hour of offshore DIDSON data using DIDSON postprocessing software and a linear-fit projection model. The average daily sample size for fish speeds was
97 fish. The statistics calculated from the offshore DIDSON data were compared to left bank split-beam
data collected on the same days. The left bank split-beam downstream ratios and fish speeds were
calculated using all observed targets in a 24-hour period.
The average downstream ratio calculated using the offshore DIDSON data for the eleven days
was 6.3%, and the downstream ratio calculated using the left bank split-beam was 1.7%, a difference of
4.6% (p-value = 0.009), indicating that, on average a greater proportion of fish travel downstream in the
offshore area than in the left-bank area (Figure 2). Based on this finding, applying the nearshore
downstream ratios to the offshore passage estimates could result in an overestimate of offshore fish
passage. The offshore DIDSON downstream ratios were also compared based on fishing activity. Days
with fishing activity produced an average downstream ratio of 8.5%, while days without fishing activity
produced an average downstream ratio of 2.6%, indicating the overestimates of fish passage might be
more likely to occur on days with fishing activity.

Figure 2. Crossriver profile of the Fraser River at the Mission Hydroacoustics site with the left-bank, offshore, and right-bank
areas defined.
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The average fish speed calculated using offshore DIDSON data was 0.83 m/s compared to the
left bank split-beam average speed of 0.78 m/s (0.5 m/s or 6% difference, p = 0.2), this may indicate that
fish speed is slightly higher in the offshore area, but the result was not statistically significant. If the
swimming speed of fish in the offshore area is underestimated, this could lead to an underestimate of
fish passage.
Over the eleven days examined, applying the offshore statistics calculated using the DIDSON
system reduced the offshore passage estimates by 1.7% or 3,500 fish. When the difference in the
offshore passage is incorporated into the total daily passage estimates for the same eleven days, the
difference is -0.3%, indicating that applying nearshore fish behavior statistics to offshore passage has
little effect on the total salmon passage estimates. These results are consistent with experiments
conducted in 2014 and 2015 that found a difference of less than 1% over 16 days of study.

Comparison of ARIS and Split-beam Passage Estimates on the Left bank

The objective of this experiment (Part 1, Appendix 9, Work Items 6 & 7) was to identify potential
biases in salmon passage estimates near the left bank area by monitoring simultaneously with both a
split-beam and an ARIS sonar, and comparing the estimates from the two systems. The majority of
salmon migrate close to the left bank at the Mission hydroacoustics site making the left bank split-beam
system a key monitoring tool. Potential sources of bias in the split-beam system include cross-aim fish
movement and extrapolations of passage into blind zones. An ARIS imaging sonar system has been
deployed on the left bank adjacent to the split-beam system since the 2017 season. The ARIS system can
provide an alternative estimate of nearshore salmon passage. Due to the different characteristics of
each system and the fundamentally different methodologies used to identify fish targets, they are
unlikely to be susceptible to the same sources of bias.
The left bank split-beam utilizes a 2° vertical x 10° horizontal elliptical beam transducer. The
split-beam system samples 10 vertical aims for 6 minutes every hour with a maximum range of 60
metres (Figure 3). The undetected salmon that migrate in the unsampled portion of the water column
(near the water’s surface and near the river bottom) are estimated using extrapolations based on
observed passage from adjacent sampled areas. The validity of extrapolation is based on the assumption
that fish passage in areas adjacent to the unsampled areas are representative for the undetected
passage. However, if this assumption is violated or weakened, the passage estimate from the
extrapolation would be biased. By using a wide beam imaging sonar like ARIS, we can minimize the
unsampled area, thus eliminating the need for extrapolation.
Another potential bias is due to the stratified sampling method if fish exhibit statistically
significant vertical movements. The narrow vertical beam width creates opportunity for fish to swim in
multiple vertical aims increasing the possibility of overestimating salmon passage by ‘double counting’
salmon as they migrate. This possible bias is tested by comparing the multiple narrow aims of the split308

beam to the wider 14° vertical beam width of the ARIS system (see Item 06 in Part 1, Appendix 9 for
detailed descriptions).

Figure 3. Schematic of the left bank split-beam sampling geometry.

The ARIS system utilizes a 14° vertical beam stratified into 4 range bins extending to a maximum
range of 45 metres (Figure 4). There are two aims for the first 10-m range bin sampling the majority of
the water column. The ARIS vertical beam width is large enough that only one aim is needed for range
bins beyond 10 m to cover most of the water column.
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Figure 4. Schematic of the left bank ARIS sampling geometry.

The comparison between the left bank ARIS and split-beam systems was completed for the
entire 2018 season using the full offshore range of the ARIS system and 45 metres of the left bank splitbeam data. Throughout the study period, the ARIS system accounted for 3,835,000 salmon compared to
the split-beam system which accounted for 3,710,000 salmon; a difference of 3.4% or 125,000 salmon
(Figure 5). On most days, the difference between estimates was less than 15% with a median difference
of 2.5%. The differences throughout the season did not display a strong directional bias, and suggest
that there was minimal bias in left bank estimates due to cross aim fish movement, extrapolation of
blind zones, or other sources.
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Figure 5. Comparison of left bank split-beam and ARIS salmon passage estimates for the 2018 season

Potential Influence of Fishing Activity on Cross-river Fish Distributions
During the 2018 sockeye salmon fishing season, the relationship between fisheries openings and
the proportion of fish migrating offshore was examined. The preliminary findings were achieved through
visual and correlation analyses between the offshore proportion of fish passage and opening hours for
fisheries of all gear types (as announced by DFO), as well as a comparison of the offshore proportion of
fish passage on days with a presence or absence of fishing activities near the Mission site (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. 2018 Lower Fraser River fisheries opening hours by gear type in the four reaches from July 5th to October 9th.

A correspondence was apparent between the offshore fish passage proportion and set net and
drift net opening hours in Area 3 between July 26th and September 7th; during this time, higher
proportions of offshore fish passage coincided with long duration drift and set net fisheries (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Offshore fish passage and opening hours of Lower Fraser River Area 3 drift and set net openings. Note: higher
proportions of offshore fish passage in July or earlier is due to low overall salmon passage.

Furthermore, there was a significant difference (p-value = 0.0004) in offshore fish passage
proportions between days when fisheries were open versus days when fisheries were closed. Days with
fisheries openings had, on average, 27% of fish migrating offshore, while days of closed fisheries had an
average of 16% of salmon migrating offshore. These results suggest that when fisheries are open in the
lower Fraser, fish tend to migrate further offshore.

Left-bank River Bottom Reprofiling
Natural features and large objects (such as submerged logs) on the river bottom create
obstacles for sound to penetrate and add challenges when carrying out hydroacoustic surveys. In
February of 2017, work was carried out at the Mission hydroacoustic site to remove woody debris and
smooth out the river bottom to remove sampling blind zones. A long-reach excavator was operated over
a three day period on top of a barge near the left bank and excavated an area up to 60 metres offshore.
Several large snags were removed and many loads of river substrate were relocated downriver. ARIS
footage taken before and after the reprofiling work was carried out demonstrates the improvements
made in terms of image quality (Figure 8 & Figure 9).
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Figure 8. River bottom reprofiling results on the left bank in the 0-10 metre range.
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Figure 9. River bottom reprofiling results on the left bank in the 10-20 metre range.

Despite bottom reprofiling efforts, there was no significant reduction in the extrapolation of fish
targets near the river bottom. The distribution of fish targets appeared to be more surface oriented in
2017, and this increased the proportion of extrapolations near the surface. There is no direct evidence
to show that the reprofiling project caused an increase in surface orientation among salmon, it appeared
to have been coincidental with the reprofiling project and likely due to other variables (e.g. river flow).
The change in the vertical fish target orientation from bottom oriented to surface oriented made it
difficult to compare the proportion of extrapolated targets to previous years, and thus to evaluate the
effect of the bottom reprofiling. Based on this outcome, the hydroacoustics group hypothesized that a
reduction in extrapolation could be achieved by increasing spatial sampling in the upper water column
especially below the surface area, as described in the next section. Changing to a 10-aim configuration
for the left bank split-beam reduced the proportion of extrapolated passage to 13% from 32%, less than
half compared to the 6-aim configuration used in previous years. The combination of bottom reprofiling,
increased split-beam sampling aims, and ARIS implementation improved the data quality and estimation
accuracy in the left bank region.

Six-aim vs Ten-aim Left Bank Split-beam Sampling Configuration
Prior to 2018, the left bank split-beam system sampled the nearshore area using six aims per
hour, each with a 2° vertical beam height (Figure 10). Fish passage near the water’s surface and river
bottom were generally extrapolated to account for unsampled salmon swimming in these areas. In
2018, the number of aims was increased to ten, adding two aims to the top of the sampling geometry
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and two aims to the bottom (Figure 11). In order to increase the number of aims per hour, the hourly
sampling time of each aim was decreased from 10 minutes to 6 minutes.

Figure 10. The 6-aim sampling configuration used prior to 2018.

Figure 11. The 10-aim sampling configuration introduced in 2018 with new aims highlighted with a star.

The change from a 6-aim hourly sampling configuration to a 10-aim hourly sampling
configuration reduced the extrapolated proportions to less than half of what they were in 2017 (Figure
12). To understand the effect of the reduced extrapolation, a retrospective analysis was performed on a
subset of days in 2018 to compare estimates using 6 or 10 aims. Targets that were sampled in the four
additional aims were removed and passage in these areas was then extrapolated. The total left bank
estimates were 8% higher using the 6-aim configuration over 14 days. This result suggests that switching
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from a 6-aim configuration to a 10-aim configuration may have reduced an extrapolation-related
overestimation bias in the left bank estimates.

Figure 12. Differences in the proportions extrapolated for left bank split-beam estimates using 6 and 10 aim sampling
configurations.
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Appendix 3: Summary of Qualark Experiments
(2016-2018)
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